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ABSTRACT 
 
Full Name : Emad Fuad Naim Areed 
Thesis Title : Electric Spring: A New Approach To Demand Side Management In 
Smart Grid Area 
Major Field : Electrical Engineering-Power 
Date of Degree : MAY-2015 
 
            Demand side management (DSM) is an approach of consumer demand 
modification for energy consumption. Various programs such as real time pricing and 
interruptible load control are considered to meet DSM goals. It aims at encouraging the 
consumer to use less energy during the peak demand hours or shift the time of energy use 
to off-peak demand time. DSM is popular for various issues. It is beneficial for cost 
reduction, environmental and social improvement, increasing the reliability of network 
through reducing demand, and improving the electricity markets.         
            The objective of this thesis is to design, integrate and analyze the electric spring 
(ES) with the power system as a novel approach to DSM. It has the capability to regulate 
the main voltage and allow the loads to follow the power generation. ES is developed 
using switched and averaged models. Switching model accurately describes the steady-
state and dynamic behavior of the converter. It can calculate the instantaneous values of 
the current and voltage variables. For this model, Real Coded Genetic Algorithm 
(RCGA) is employed to identify the optimal values of dc and ac control parameters using 
non-linear time domain simulations. ES with the proposed controller is implemented on 
MATLAB/SIMULINK and the proposed MATLAB results are compared with those 
results coming from the experimental setup. Real Time Digital Simulation (RTDS) 
xxii 
 
integrated with an external dSPACE 1103 controller is considered as a hardware in the 
loop (HIL) physical implementation.       
            To describe the ES dynamics as a function of modulating signal, the ES averaged 
model is developed. It is concerned with the averaged values of the variables instead of 
the instantaneous values as in a switching model. This model is simple and accurate for 
simulation. It takes less time to be simulated under several disturbances. It gives the 
simulation specialist the confidence to incorporate this model in large-scale power system 
simulation studies because it is effective for collective operation. It is suitable to simulate 
a large number of ES specially when the physical inverters are not available in the labs. 
An efficient well-known intelligent optimization technique particle swarm optimization 
(PSO) is considered to optimize the parameters of the ac controller. To validate the 
averaged model, multiple simulations have been carried out with different kinds of 
disturbances and load variations. In addition, the averaged model is considered to 
investigate the ES characteristics and for performance analysis.  
            The results show the effectiveness of the ES switching and averaged models 
under different kinds of disturbances and load variations.  
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 ملخص الرسالة
 
 
 ػّبد فؤاد ٔؼ١ُ ػش٠ط :الاسم الكامل
 
 : إٌّٙد١خ اٌدذ٠ذح فٟ اداسح اٌطٍت ػٍٝ اٌطبلخ فٟ اٌشجىبد اٌزو١خ إٌٛاثط اٌىٙشثبئ١خ :عنوان الرسالة
 
  إٌٙذسخ اٌىٙشثبئ١خ التخصص:
 
 2015/ ِب٠ٛ :تاريخ الدرجة العلمية
 
الأخز ثؼ١ٓ الاػزجبس سزٙلان اٌطبلخ ثبٌٕسجخ ٌٍّسزٍٙه ػٓ طش٠ك اداسح اٌطٍت ػٍٝ اٌطبلخ ٟ٘ رؼذ٠ً ا
ِدّٛػخ ِٓ اٌجشاِح ِثً ثشٔبِح اٌزسؼ١ش ثبٌضِٓ اٌحم١مٟ ٚثشٔبِح اٌزحىُ ثبٔمطبع اٌحًّ ٌزحم١ك أ٘ذاف 
طبلخ ألً خلاي  ػٍٝ أْ ٠سزٍٙه رشد١غ اٌّسزٍٙه٘زٖ اٌجشاِح رٙذف اٌٝ اداسح اٌطٍت ػٍٝ اٌطبلخ. 
اداسح اٌطٍت ػٍٝ اٌطبلخ شبئؼخ   ٍٝ اٌطبلخ.سبػبد اٌزسٚح أٚ اسزٙلاوٙب ثٛلذ لا رىْٛ ف١ٗ لّخ اٌطٍت ػ
ِف١ذح ٌزمٍ١ً الأسؼبس، ٌٍٚزحسٓ اٌج١ئٟ ٚالاخزّبػٟ، ٚرض٠ذ ِٓ ِٛثٛل١خ اٌشجىخ  فٟٙ ،ٌّثً ٘زٖ اٌّسبئً
 ِٓ خلاي رمٍ١ً الأحّبي ٚرحس١ٓ سٛق اٌىٙشثبء. 
ٌمذسح اٌىٙشثبئ١خ إٌٛاثط اٌىٙشثبئ١خ ِغ شجىبد ا رحٍ١ً، ٚاٌٝ رىبًِٚ، رٙذف ٘زٖ اٌشسبٌخ اٌٝ رصّ١ُ
إٌٛاثط اٌىٙشثبئ١خ ٌٙب اٌّمذسح ػٍٝ رٕظ١ُ فٌٛز١خ إٌّٙد١خ اٌدذ٠ذح لاداسح اٌطٍت ػٍٝ اٌطبلخ. وٛٔٙب 
رُ رطٛ٠ش إٌٛاثط اٌىٙشثبئ١خ ثبسزخذاَ الأحّبي ثبلاظبفخ ٌٍسّبذ ٌلأحّبي ثززجغ اٌطبلخ اٌٌّٛذح. 
الاسزدبثخ اٌذ٠ٕبِ١ى١خ ٚ اٌحبٌخ اٌّسزمشح ٌٍّحٛي. إٌّٛرج اٌزجذ٠ٍٟ ٚاٌّزٛسط. إٌّٛرج اٌزجذ٠ٍٟ ٠صف 
١بس. ٌّثً ٘زا إٌٛع ِٓ ٘زا إٌّٛرج ٌٗ اٌمذسح ػٍٝ حسبة اٌم١ُ اٌٍحظ١خ ٌّزغ١شاد اٌفٌٛز١خ ٚاٌز
لا٠دبد اٌم١ُ اٌّثٍٝ ٌم١ُ )AGCR(  شِ١ض اٌحم١مٟرُ ا٠ؼبص اٌخٛاسصِ١خ اٌد١ٕ١خ راد اٌز إٌّبرج،
ٕٛاثط اٌ ٘زٖس اٌّزشدد ثبسخذاَ اٌّؼبدلاد راد إٌطبق غ١ش اٌخطٟ. ِزحىّبد اٌز١بس اٌّجبشش ٚاٌز١ب
ّزحىّبد رُ ِحبوبرٙب ثبسزخذاَ اٌّبرلاة ِٚمبسٔزٙب ثبٌزدبسة اٌؼٍّ١خ إٌّجثمخ ػٓ اٌىٙشثبئ١خ ٚاٌ
ٚ اٌّزحىّبد اٌؼٍّ١خ اٌخبسخ١خ  )SDTR( رطج١مٙب ػٍٝ خٙبصٞ اٌّؼبًِ اٌشلّٟ فٟ اٌضِٓ اٌحم١مٟ 
 .    )LIH( دشثخ ِزىبٍِخ راد حٍمخ ِمفٍخ) وز3011E CAPSd(
فزُ اسزخذاَ  ؼذ٠ٍ١خثبٌٕسجخ ٌٛصف د٠ٕبِ١ى١خ إٌٛاثط اٌىٙشثبئ١خ وبلزشاْ ثذلاٌخ الاشبسح اٌزأِب 
٘زا إٌّٛرج ٠ٙزُ ثبٌم١ُ اٌّزٛسطخ ٌٍّزغ١شاد ثذلا ػٓ رٍه اٌم١ُ اٌٍحظ١خ فٟ حبٌخ . إٌّٛرج اٌّزٛسط 
ٛسط ٘ٛ ّٔٛرج ثس١ط ٚدل١ك فٟ ػٍّ١خ اٌّحبوبح، ٚ٘ٛ ٠بخز ٚلزب ألً إٌّٛرج اٌّز  إٌّٛرج اٌزجذ٠ٍٟ.
فٟ ػٍّ١خ اٌّحبوبح خصٛصب ػٕذ رؼشض إٌظبَ ٌّدّٛػخ ِٓ الاظطشاثبد اٌّفبخئخ. ٠ؼطٟ ٘زا 
إٌّٛرج اٌثمخ ٌّخزصٟ ػٍّ١خ اٌّحبوبح ٌذِح ٘زا إٌّٛرج فٟ دساسخ ِحبوبح أٔظّخ اٌطبلخ راد 
رج رٚ فؼبٌ١خ فٟ اٌزشغ١ً اٌزدّ١ؼٟ. ٘زا إٌّٛرج ِٕبست فٟ ػٍّ١خ إٌطبق اٌىج١ش لأْ ٘برا إٌّٛ
رُ اسزخذاَ أحذ  ِٓ للاثبد اٌدٙذ فٟ اٌّخزجش. وبف اٌّحبوبح خصٛصب ػٕذِب لا ٠ىْٛ ٕ٘بن ػذد
. )OSP( سشة اٌدس١ّبد الأِثًٟٚ٘ خٛاسصِ١خ  ِغ ٘زا إٌّٛرج اٌخٛاسصِ١بد اٌفؼبٌخ الأخشٜ
رغ١ش الأحّبي دّٛػخ ِٓ الاظطشاثبد اٌّخزٍفخ ثبلاظبفخ اٌٝ رطج١ك ِ رٌٍُزأوذ ِٓ ِٓ ٘زا إٌّٛرج، 
 vixx
 
ّٕٛرج اٌّزٛسط ثؼ١ٓ الاػزجبس ٌٍزحمك ِٓ خصبئص إٌٛاثط ٌ. ثبلاظبفخ اٌٝ رٌه، رُ أخز ااٌّفبخئ
 اٌىٙشثبئ١خ ٚرحٍ١ً ادائٙب.
دّٛػخ ِٓ ػٕذ رؼشظٙب ٌٌٍّٕٛاثط اٌىٙشثبئ١خ فؼبٌ١خ إٌّٛرج اٌزجذ٠ٍٟ ٚاٌّزٛسط   إٌزبئح رظٙش
 اٌٝ رغ١ش الأحّبي اٌّفبخئ. الاظطشاثبد اٌّخزٍفخ ثبلاظبفخ 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background  
            A microgrid is a collection of distributed generators, loads and energy storage 
systems which are recently expected to be installed massively. A microgrid is connected 
to the local generating units and also to the national grid to increase the security and 
reliability of the power system. Installing a microgrid involves several benefits such as: it 
is more environmentally friendly because it uses the renewable resources with low or 
zero emission generators, it aims at reducing the number of failure of the utility grid 
during the peak load demand, it increases the overall energy efficiency of the power 
system being the users close to the renewable sources, it lends some financial benefits 
whilst it generates some or all of energy requirements for its users.  
            On the other hand, modern electric power systems with new distributed renewable 
power sources such as wind power and solar power have seen significant penetration of 
intermittent renewable energy sources. The recently developed technology related to the 
concept of smart grid in power systems also contributes to make the system more 
complex. The increasing use of renewable energy sources contributes further to the 
arising power quality problems like voltage and frequency that must be controlled to an 
acceptable standard and also, to maintain an energy balance between supply and demand.  
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There are other shortcomings related to microgrid protection, implementation, 
maintenance, energy storage system spaces and resynchronization with the utility grid. 
That is becoming more and more serious problem, and has been a great threat to the 
security of electric power systems and the national economy as a whole. A serious action 
must be considered to mitigate these shortcomings and improve the power quality being 
supplied to the customers and relief more transmission capacity. 
            One of the emerging, innovative, and new technologies in smart grid area is the 
electric springs (ES). Since 1660s, when the British scientist Robert Hooke described the 
principle of the mechanical spring, there were no serious attempts during these three 
centuries to extend the principle of the mechanical spring to an electrical concept. 
Electric spring is a power inverter connected in series with a non-critical load. It has great 
potential in stabilizing the future smart grid by regulating the main voltage despite the 
fluctuation of the output power of the intermittent renewable energy sources. It can be 
integrated with home appliances allowing the load to follow the intermittent generation of 
renewable energy sources. This is unlike the previous idea that depends on generating 
enough energy to cover the load demand either completely or partially. 
            One of the applications of using the electric spring in the smart grid is to decrease 
the required capacity of energy storage in the power system. ES extension usage gives a 
new vision of the power system stability that will not depend in any way on 
communication technology. ES relies on a local voltage controller to regulate the main 
voltage bus instead of using communication tools to receive the required commands to do 
the action. 
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1.2 Thesis Motivation  
            The price of fuels is increasing over time, so renewable energy sources are getting 
more popular rapidly. Many isolated or remote areas already depend mainly on 
renewable energy to generate their requirement of electricity. Renewable energy is 
affected by weather conditions and diurnal variations which make them interruptible 
power sources. For this reason, it will not be easy to deal with such variable sources. This 
imbalance of power between the energy sources and the load demand leads to instability 
of the power system which is considered as one of the important issues in the power 
system either grid connected or remote systems. Different techniques of demand side 
management have been proposed to create the balance. Some of these techniques cannot 
follow the generation instantaneously in real time and the others such as energy storage 
systems have limited capacity and could be very expensive. 
            Recently, a new technology that has come to the horizon in power system area is 
electric springs. It can be utilized in smart grid or microgrid. An electric spring can be 
considered as a controlled voltage source connected in series with non-critical load to 
form a new combination of smart load. This smart load is connected in parallel with the 
critical load where power and voltage should remain constant. ES operation is similar to 
that of a mechanical spring, hence three different operations of ES can be analogous to 
these three cases of mechanical spring, neutral, mechanical push and mechanical pull 
situations. 
            ES is a series reactive power compensator such as FACTS devices. It can generate 
and consume reactive power. But, there are some differences as compared to FACTS 
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devices such as SSSC and UPFC. The ES is used for input-feedback and input-voltage 
control while FACTSs devices are usually used for output-feedback and output-voltage 
control. ES has also a major advantage over FACTS devices as it causes the load to 
follow the power generation by automatically changes the applied voltage across the non-
critical load. Therefore, it is capable of offering smart solutions for some shortcomings of 
the renewable energy sources. It has great potential in stabilizing the future smart grid by 
regulating the main voltage despite the fluctuation of the output power of the intermittent 
renewable energy sources. It allows the load to follow the intermittent generation of 
renewable energy sources, reduces three phase imbalance load current, and improves the 
power factor. Also, it is used for real and reactive power compensation because it has a 
battery at dc side terminal, and decreases the required capacity of energy storage systems. 
Other benefits and applications‎haven’t‎been‎explored‎yet. 
1.3 Thesis Objectives 
            This thesis aims at implementing and applying a new approach based on electric 
springs for demand side management. It is also aimed at building real time energy 
management strategy to achieve electric network with higher power quality, more 
efficient, and highly reliable. First of all, this electric spring embedded in power system 
will be modeled and simulated using a dedicated software and implemented in laboratory 
scale prototype using advanced hardware. The thesis entails eight main specific 
objectives as follows: 
1- Developing an ES switching model that is robust enough to be simulated under 
different disturbances and load variations. 
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2- Designing and implementing of intelligent control strategies for a power system 
including electric spring using an efficient heuristic technique (RCGA) to 
optimally design an ES voltage controller.  
3- Developing a linearized model of the power system equipped with the ES and 
voltage control.  
4- Developing an averaged model of the ES integrated with the power system with 
different load types. 
5- Using a particle swarm optimization (PSO) as an efficient intelligent technique to 
optimize the control parameters of the ES.  
6- Identifying the performance characteristics of the ES with different modes and 
operations. 
7- Building a laboratory setup for real-time demand side management with the 
proposed ES.  
1.4 Thesis Contribution  
The contributions of this thesis are as follows: 
 Developing a detailed ES switching model and integrate it with the power system 
to verify the capability of this model in both simulation and experimental work. 
 Optimizing the ES controller using a RCGA technique to enhance the behavior of 
the ES using time-domain based objective function. 
 Linearizing the power system including the power components and control. 
  Developing an averaged model of the ES integrated with the power system 
especially when the smart load is either resistive or inductive load. 
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 Using a PSO to optimize the controller parameters using a time-domain based 
objective function and getting the solution using a RungeKutta solver. 
 Finding the operating limits of the electric spring with different types of 
disturbances such as renewable current source variations, non-critical load 
variations, modulation index variations and finally with different power factor 
variations. 
 Implementing the ES in real time using RTDS and dSPACE controller as a 
Hardware-in-the loop implementation to investigate the effectiveness of the ES.  
 Validating the simulation results with the experimental ones. 
1.5 Thesis Organization  
This thesis is organized in eight chapters as follows:  
Chapter one contains a background of microgrid benefits and shortcomings. It introduces 
electric spring as an emerging and promising technology in smart grid area. Thesis 
motivation and objectives are also included. In chapter two, a comprehensive literature 
review of various techniques of demand side management is presented while in chapter 
three an intensive theoretical background of ES principles, operating conditions and 
applications are demonstrated. In chapter four, a detailed switching model of ES has been 
developed and the ES controller is optimized to enhance the ES behavior in the power 
system. Chapter five consists of a full derivation of the power system equations including 
the power system grid, transmission lines, ES, single phase PLL, and controllers. An 
averaged model of ES is developed and investigated in different cases. ES performance 
are discussed in chapter six. A setup of real time implementation is demonstrated and the 
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results are compared in chapter seven. Finally, conclusions of this thesis work and future 
direction for research are discussed in chapter eight.  
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2 CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
            It is a well-known fact that a smart grid has become a future trend of power 
system because of its ability for delivering and processing power in a more efficient way. 
Since increasing use of distributed generators, smart grid has attracted a lot of attention 
since it depends on new integrated technologies such as control strategies, data 
acquisition and communication technology. This will enhance the security and reliability 
of the power system and make it more intelligent [1-5]. 
            By comparing smart grid to existing grid characteristics, smart grid is digital and 
use two way communication while existing grid is electromechanical and depends on 
one-way communication. Smart grid is a distributed generation using renewable energy 
sources. Furthermore, smart grid has sensors throughout. Therefore, it is self-monitoring. 
On the contrary, conventional grid has few sensors throughout the grid, monitoring and 
restoration is manually [6]. 
            The utility may have to incorporate demand side management (DSM) programs in 
their future planning. The existence of uncertainty in future power demand, uncertainty of 
fuel and construction costs, competition between the utilities and spread of distributed 
generators may lead to create a major problem for power utility [7-10]. So, different 
DSM programs are implemented by the utility such as load management program, 
conservation and energy efficiency programs, fuel substitution programs and other 
dedicated programs to improve the power system and increase its efficiency [7,11-12]. 
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            Several benefits for using DSM on smart grid functionalities such as: reshaping 
the profile of load demand curve, increasing the capability to control and manage the 
electricity market. Moreover, it has a significant effect on the capacity of electrical 
equipments of the power system such as power plants, transformers, and ac power lines. 
Also, it reduces the peak load demand, total energy cost, and the carbon emission levels. 
[1,7,13]  
            Different approaches for demand side management have been presented in 
literature as follows: 
2.1 Interruptible Load Control 
            One type of demand side management is interruptible load control (IL). It causes 
interruption of the electricity within constraints to improve the security of the power 
system, improve the reliability, reduce the peak demand, and provide some ancillary 
services like voltage and frequency regulation. Those interrupted loads consist of 
residential, commercial and industrial loads. Residential loads aim to reduce the 
electricity bills cost and industrial loads have their own backup generators and capable to 
reschedule their production schemes in case of a power outage [11,14-15]. 
            New and powerful tools for the analysis and operation of power systems, as well 
as for DSM are currently available. The new tools of interest are those of artificial 
intelligence (AI) which called heuristic methods, as well. The use of AI techniques in 
electric power has received extensive attention from researchers in the electric power area 
and the literature on these applications has become rather large in volume [11,16-2]. 
Artificial Intelligence has been realized as a suitable tool for the analysis of DSM 
problems. 
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            A binary particle swarm optimization technique (BPSO) is proposed in [11] to 
minimize the total payment and total interruption of the electricity for customers over 16 
hours using two objective functions.  Sometimes the load is to be interrupted 
continuously or at different intervals of time depending on the agreement of the 
customers. BPSO is a robust and an effective technique for this type of problem in which 
the constraints are non-linear and non-continuous. The customers will have some benefits 
with respect to the tariff cost [16-17]. 
            An optimal power flow technique is presented in [18] to support the scheme of the 
interruptible load management. This leads to optimal selection of the interruptible loads 
by taking different factors in consideration. Some of these factors are network 
configuration, power factor of the interruptible load and its period. Lagrange relaxation is 
used as an optimization technique in [19] to choose an optimal interruptible load in an 
electricity market. 
            The effect of interruptible loads on the power system reliability and marginal cost  
problem is formulated as a mixed integer linear programming. The model was 
programmed on GAMS software and solved by MIP solver CPLEX 8.0. 
            Two stages have been given in [21] to carry out the demand subscription services. 
The iterative dynamic programming (IDP) to create day-ahead schedule and decrease the 
peak load of the substation, and the heuristic inference rule (HIR) to overcome the 
problem of uncertainties of the practical load on the IDP results. HIR has the ability to 
adjust the schedule of the interruptible load in real time which is considered as an 
advantage for its usage.  
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            Other techniques based on merit order method, fuzzy dynamic programming and 
priority-based heuristic inference rules are proposed in [22-23]. 
            In general, one of the interruptible load control advantage is that the utility shed 
some loads to prevent the breakdown of the electrical network. However, it has some 
disadvantages as it is not able to balance the power generation and load demand in real 
time. Also, it may cause disturbances for the customers  
2.2 Real Time Electricity Pricing  
            Another approach to satisfy the demand side management is the real time 
electricity pricing (RTP) [24-27]. Several problems can occur in an electricity utility 
when the utility is unable to cover the load during peak demand or when the load demand 
is less than the generation capacity. So, it is indispensable to maintain a less difference 
between power generation and load demand. Thus, the generation should be planned in a 
better way. A better way is using a demand response (DR) which is defined as a tariff or 
program such as time-of-use (TOU). However, TOU is an approach that a utility can 
follow to influence the behavior of the customers and is widely discussed in recent years. 
RTP cost is changed daily or per few hours where the day-ahead RTP is considered as 
one of its typical type that the customer is informed the prices for next 24 hours [24,28-
29]. 
            Many authors used the game theoretic approach in power system especially for 
demand side management [30-34]. Game theory is used to optimize the TOU pricing 
strategies (GT-TOU) [35] in which different cost models for companies and users 
response have been proposed. Authors proposed [35] single-user-type scenario and 
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multiple type of users whom behaviors for real time pricing vary for each one. This 
method proved its effectiveness in TOU optimization, decreased the costs for the utility 
and increased the benefits for the users. A Nash equilibrium strategy is used for this 
problem [36]. 
            Price prediction technique helps users to shape their load properly [37]. Each 
residential customer has smart meter which contains two units. Energy scheduling unit to 
decide on the energy consumption of the home and price predictor unit which predict the 
upcoming prices. Furthermore, energy management controllers [38] is used to help users 
to manage their power usage. Thus, [35] is practically implemented easier than [37-38]. It 
can inform the customer earlier the price of the electricity. This price is relatively 
constant as long as no significant change in both the characteristic of the load demand or 
the generation cost. 
            The benefits of TOU for both the utility company and customers have been 
experimentally proved [39]. Authors proposed a new optimal real-time pricing [40] 
which is based on utility maximization. RTP depends on interaction between utility 
company and each user individually. The new algorithm depends on the interactions 
between the smart meters (among users via message exchange) and the utility to 
maximize the benefit of the users and minimize the energy cost production of the 
company while maintaining a reserve capacity in the generators.  
            One of the efficient models is described in [41] such that the day is divided in four 
periods with three levels of prices to minimize the operating costs of the facilities. This 
technique may have some important drawbacks as follows: it is difficult for the users to 
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manually respond to prices that are changing hourly [42]. Moreover, it is not able to 
balance the power generation and load demand in real time. However, this technique may 
lead to load synchronization problem where the significant amount of load is shifted from 
the peak demand to the same period of non-peak demand. In other words, the peak to 
average ratio is still high [43].  
2.3 Energy Storage Systems  
            Energy storage is also used as one of the choices for demand side management. 
Different control strategies of energy storages have been proposed in [44-45].    design 
[44] is used to adjust the state of the energy storage economically according to electricity 
price. Therefore, energy storage is in charging mode when the electricity price is low and 
in discharging mode when the electricity price is high. The game theory has been 
presented in [45] to reduce the peak-to-average ratio using the energy storage in such a 
way that it is charged and discharged according to the electricity pricing. 
            Other optimal control techniques of energy storage have been utilized [46-50], an 
optimal control of end -user energy storage was proposed [46] to organize the process of 
purchasing the energy storage to minimize the long-term energy costs under variable 
demands and prices. Levels of charging and discharging have been determined. 
            The work also concentrates on when to consume energy from battery or grid. The 
problem has been modeled using Markov decision process. The performance of energy 
storage control is investigated in data center [47] and extended to multiple data centers 
[48] such that each of them has its own time-varying prices. Linear programming 
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technique is proposed in [49-50] in which the prices are known in advance in a finite 
horizon setting. 
            The energy storage is considered as an effective solution for real time balance 
between power generation and load demand. However, it is very expensive, not suitable 
for some geographic areas and causes pollution. 
2.4 Electric Spring 
            The new approach and technology of distributed voltage control and demand side 
management is to use electric spring made of single phase or three phase inverter. The 
traditional DSM approaches have some drawbacks as follows: 
1 Interruptible load control technique is not able to balance the power generation 
and load demand in real time. Also, it is inconvenient for the customers. 
2 The cost of electricity is updated hourly in real time pricing technique. So, the 
response of the customer is expected to be ineffective. Also, the load 
synchronization may happen when the customers shift their load from high peak 
load demand to the same low peak demand period.  
3 Energy storage technique is very expensive. It is not suitable for some geographic 
areas and also causes pollution.    
            ES technology offers viable solution to these problems as a new technology in 
smart grid. The electric spring technology principles, model, modes of operation, 
limitations and applications have been described for the first time in [51-53]. Simple and 
accurate averaged dynamic model for ES have been developed in [52] which can be 
incorporated in large scale of power system for simulation studies. In this model, the 
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dynamic of dc link voltage is ignored and considered as a constant voltage. Comparing 
the experimental and simulation results shows the validation of this model for collective 
operation when it is distributed in power system. In addition, the results show the 
effectiveness of the dynamic model for different load power factor and different 
proportions of critical and non-critical loads. 
            Three practical experiments have been carried out in [51] to investigate the 
performance and the capability of the ES to perform voltage regulation to the main 
voltage and allow the load demand to follow the power generation. However, in the first 
experiment, the ES is connected in series with the non-critical load and fed by a standard 
ac power supply to test the ES performance in neutral, capacitive and inductive modes by 
measuring its voltage and current. In the second experiment, the critical and non-critical 
resistive loads are fed by an unstable ac power supply like wind turbines simulator and 
power plant taking into consideration two cases when the ES is enabled and disabled in 
the power system. Electric spring is programmed to perform voltage boosting function 
only to regulate the main voltage and allow the non-critical load to follow the generation. 
In the third experiment, ES is connected in power distribution system and the cable 
impedance is also considered in this case. ES works for voltage boosting and voltage 
reduction.  
            Different scenarios for electric spring have been described in [54] where ES is 
connected with different types of loads such as resistive, capacitive, inductive and 
constant power loads. The models of the load characterization are derived mathematically 
and verified by practical experiments.  
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            Several applications of ES have been discussed in [55- 62]. General steady-state 
analysis is performed to investigate the ability of the ES for real and reactive power 
compensation [55]. ES voltage can be controlled by changing the modulation index 
value. Consequently, the voltage of the series connected load is dynamically changed. So, 
the amount of the current flowing in the circuit changes. As a result, the amount of power 
delivery to grid varies and the ES takes part in power compensation. Practical 
Experiments are performed using different types of loads to verify the derived models of 
steady-state analysis. These experiments have been carried out for two cases. In the first 
case, the grid delivers only real power and both the resistive and inductive or capacitive 
loads in series with ES are connected to the grid. The ES is responsible for reactive 
power compensation either by generating reactive power in case of an inductive load or 
absorbing the reactive power in case of a capacitive load. In the second case, both of the 
grid and the ES supply positive or negative complex power to the load.  
            Droop control scheme has been used to control ES for parallel operation in power 
distribution network [56]. It has a feature that the voltage reference of the ES is 
automatically adjusted according to the location of the ES in the distribution system. A 
distribution transmission line has been simulated with traditional ac generator and 
intermittent renewable energy source at three different locations of ES. Electrical loads 
are connected to investigate the behavior of the ES as voltage regulator and power 
compensator with and without droop control scheme. Each experiment is divided into 
three sections: without ES, ES with traditional controller and ES with droop control. 
According to the results, the main voltage of the feeder remains stable in both cases with 
and‎without‎droop‎control,‎but‎ the‎ES‎doesn’t‎operate‎ in‎a‎coordinated‎manner‎without‎
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droop control. This can be explained as follows: 1- One electric spring works in inductive 
mode to suppress the main voltage while the other works in capacitive mode to improve 
the voltage and the third one operates between both of these modes. 2- Modulation 
indices of all the three ES exhibit different behavior from each other. 3- The power 
consumed by the non-critical load is poorly shared. However, the droop control scheme 
has the capability to solve of these issues.  
            It was reported that the ES can reduce the storage capacity requirements in the 
power system in future smart grid [57]. The charging and discharging rates of the battery 
with ES is much less than those without ES. In [58], the hardware implementation of the 
ES with its digital controller is described in details. For power quality improvement, a 
new control scheme has been proposed to improve the power quality of the power system 
[59-60]. The new controller scheme contains multiple resonant controller and second 
order generalized integrator to improve the power quality by enabling the ES and 
eliminating the transmission line harmonics [59]. When the dc link capacitor is replaced 
by a battery, ES can work in eight different modes. These modes are inductive and 
capacitive modes, resistive and negative-resistive modes, inductive plus resistive and 
capacitive plus resistive modes, and inductive plus negative-resistive and capacitive plus 
negative-resistive modes.   The input current controller is designed for ES with a battery. 
Hence, the ES is capable of working as a power factor corrector for different RL and RC 
loads [60]. 
            Distribution voltage control (ES) and single point voltage control (STATCOM) 
have been compared with respect to the total voltage regulation and also, total 
requirement of reactive power capacity [61]. ES and STATCOM models are 
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implemented in MATLAB/SIMULINK using controllable voltage source. The only 
difference is that the ES is connected in series with the non-critical load. Simple case 
study is implemented using an ES and a STATCOM at a time. This study is extended for 
both IEEE 13-bus test feeder and on a part of distribution network of Hong Kong [61]. 
The results show that the effectiveness of ES for total voltage regulation along the 
transmission line is better than the STATCOM. In addition, ES requires less reactive 
power capacity than STATCOM. The capability of the ES depends mainly on the ratio of 
the critical and non-critical load.  
            Power imbalance reduction of three phase power system in the buildings is a new 
potential of ES [62]. The second generation of distribution voltage control which include 
a battery at the dc terminal of the ES is used.  This may lead to some ES limitations that 
the maximum output voltage of the inverter (ES) is the maximum voltage value of a 
battery. In this case, the phase angle varies within        . Imbalance current of the 
transmission line can be reduced when the ES re-distribute the power of non-critical 
loads. Practical and simulation study verified the capability of ES to reduce the power 
imbalance in the buildings making it adaptive to any internal load changes and also 
regulate the external main voltage for any disturbances [62]. 
            Several advanced control schemes to the instantaneous output voltage of single 
phase inverter were introduced in the literature. Some of these controllers are current and 
voltage controllers, repetitive controllers, deadbeat controllers, d-q controllers, in 
addition to, fuzzy logic controllers [63-66]. These controllers aim at improving the 
dynamic response and zero steady-state error performance of the power system.  
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            Full‎detailed‎switching‎model‎of‎ES‎isn’t‎considered‎in literature to simulate the 
power system. Switching model gives more details regarding ES switching variables such 
as voltage and current. Switching model is considered to simulate the power inverter 
response as in the reality. There is no heuristic techniques is used to optimize the 
controller parameters in literature. One of the heuristic technique RCGA is considered to 
optimally design the parameters of the ac and dc controllers. To investigate the ES 
experimentally, MATLAB simulation results are compared with those results of RTDS 
and dSPACE controller which are connected as a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) 
implementation. Also, Averaged model is developed when the critical and non-critical 
loads are resistive and inductive respectively. PSO technique is considered for controller 
parameters optimization. Several disturbances are conducted in this case. Another 
contribution in this work is a full linearization of power system and control. ES 
performance is analyzed to investigate the operational constrains and limitations of the 
ES under several situations.    
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3 CHAPTER 3 
ELECTRIC SPRING THEORY AND OPERATION 
3.1 Basic Principles  
            ES operation is similar to a mechanical spring in many applications. Mechanical 
springs are mainly used to provide a mechanical support, store energy and damp the 
mechanical oscillations while the electric springs aim to support voltage, damp electrical 
oscillation and also can store the electrical energy. We can notice the analogy in terms of 
equations between the mechanical and electrical spring. The implemented force on the 
realistic mechanical spring is: 
                                                                    (3.1) 
Where: 
' k '  represents the spring constant and'   'is the displacement. While for the electric 
spring, 
                                                                     (3.2)  
Where: 
'   ' is the charge stored in the capacitor with capacitance '  ' and '     ' is the voltage at 
the terminal of the electric spring.  
            There is also similarity in stored energy equation where the energy stored in the 
mechanical spring is: 
    
 
 
                                                                 (3.3) 
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Where: 
' E ' is the amount of energy stored, '   '  is the material constant and '   '  is the 
displacement. While in the electric spring the energy stored is: 
   
 
 
      
                                                            (3.4) 
Where: 
 ' C '  is the capacitance and '     ' is the terminal voltage. [9] 
Generally, there are three situations for the mechanical spring according to the spring 
position: neutral position such that no force is applied on the spring, compressed and 
stretched positions when the mechanical spring is exposed to any force. In the same way, 
three different operations of ES can be analogous to those cases of mechanical spring as 
in Figure ‎3-1. 
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Figure ‎3-1 ES in three different modes (a) Neutral mode (b) Inductive mode (c) Capacitive mode  
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Where: 
       : critical and non-critical loads respectively.  
  : main voltage of the load bus. 
   : voltage at the electric spring terminals.  
       : voltage of critical and non-critical loads respectively.  
       :current of critical and non-critical loads respectively.                    
            There are two different types of loads which are named critical loads where the 
voltage and power consumption should remain constant and non-critical loads where the 
voltage can be fluctuated within a certain range, as a result, the power consumption of 
non-critical load is affected. Electric spring connected in series with non-critical load to 
form a new combination of smart load such as home appliances.       
             In Figure ‎3-1, the electric spring can be considered as a controlled voltage source. 
The neutral position case of mechanical spring implies that the force applied on 
mechanical spring equals to zero. Similarly, the neutral position of ES means that its 
voltage '     ' is zero and the main voltage '    ' is at its nominal value as shown in Figure 
‎3-1 (a). This means that the renewable energy sources is delivering sufficient amount of 
required power. 
             In the second case shown in Figure ‎3-1 (b) when the main voltage is less than the 
nominal value and the amount of generated power is not enough to cover the load. The 
electric spring works in the capacitive mode as a voltage boosting function to regulate the 
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mains voltage to its nominal value and decrease the applied voltage across the series 
connected non-critical load to consume less real power.  
            In the third case shown in Figure ‎3-1 (c) when the main voltage is greater than the 
nominal value and the generated power is higher than the load demand, it is necessary to 
decrease the mains voltage to its nominal value. In this case, the electric spring operates 
in the inductive mode as a voltage reduction function. The voltage of the series connected 
non-critical load is decreased and the consumed real power is also decreased accordingly. 
This voltage reduction of non-critical load in case of capacitive mode is considered as a 
limitation when resistive load is integrated in series with the ES. If the non-critical load is 
inductive, the voltage of non-critical load is reduced when the ES operates in inductive 
mode and boosted if it operates in capacitive mode. Inductive and capacitive modes of 
the electric spring are two different modes similar to the mechanical spring that can 
change the displacement in either direction by applying a mechanical force. Non-critical 
load voltage is increased or decreased within a certain limit regarding device 
specifications.‎This‎variation‎shouldn’t‎affect‎the‎users‎convenience.‎Electric spring can 
have different forms as shown in Figure ‎3-2. 
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Figure ‎3-2 Different forms of the electrical springs (a) current source model (b) voltage source model 
            In Figure ‎3-2 (a), the electric springs is considered as a capacitor in parallel with a 
controlled current source or electric spring is modeled as a controlled voltage source 
connected in series with a dissipative load as in Figure ‎3-2 (b) The general schematic 
diagram of the smart grid with electric spring is shown in Figure ‎3-3. 
             Figure ‎3-3, shows the combination of ES in series with the non-critical load to 
form a smart load. The smart load is then connected in parallel with the critical load.  
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Figure ‎3-3 Electric spring connection with critical and non-critical load 
Where : 
        : resistance, inductance and capacitance of a low pass filter  
   : capacitor of the dc side of the electric spring 
            ES voltage changes dynamically in such a way to regulate the main voltage of the 
power system at the point of connection while non-critical load voltage is affected 
depending on the variation of the ES voltage as these components are connected together 
in series.  The Loads of smart grid or even the loads of microgrid are mainly fed by 
intermittent renewable energy sources like wind turbines and PV systems. 
            Electric spring is useful for different applications like: main voltage regulation, 
load demand following the power generation, real and reactive power compensation, 
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reduction the capacity of the energy storage, reduction the imbalance in 3-   system, 
reduction of frequency instability, improving power quality and power factor. 
            ES is defined as a series reactive power compensator. ES is used for input voltage 
control while FACTSs devices such as SSSC, and UPFC are usually used for output 
voltage control. ES has also a major advantage over FACTS devices that it causes the 
load to follow the power generation. 
3.2 Non-critical Load Classifications 
            The concept of ES operation (either single or three phase power inverter) is 
described as a new form of smart load that is connected in series with a single or group of 
non-critical loads. This new combination is an innovative idea that proved its capability 
to handle the voltage fluctuation of the distribution system and energy generation of 
different traditional and renewable energy sources in smart grid area. It also opens the 
doors for more research and comparison between different available techniques in 
demand side management. 
            As different non-critical loads are available, ES is connected with different types 
of loads such as resistive, inductive and capacitive. The ES response represented by 
phasor diagrams of the smart loads and full derivations of ES model in different cases can 
be described as follows [54]: 
3.2.1 Inductive and Capacitive Loads 
            ES operates in two different modes, inductive mode and capacitive mode. In 
inductive mode, it suppresses the excessive voltage above the nominal value of the main 
bus by consuming sufficient amount of reactive power. In capacitive mode, it supports 
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the main bus voltage by delivering more reactive power to the network system. The 
phasor diagrams of ES operates in inductive and capacitive modes with inductive non-
critical load are depicted in Figure ‎3-4. 
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Figure ‎3-4 Phasor diagrams of ES to maintain main bus voltage constant in different modes for an inductive  
non-critical load a) Neutral mode b) Inductive mode c) Capacitive mode 
            In Figure ‎3-4, the angle difference between electric spring voltage     and non-
critical load current     is either +90 (inductive mode) or -90 (capacitive mode) while   
represents the phase angle of the non-critical load. Therefore, the voltage expression can 
be written as: 
 ⃗     ⃗      ⃗                                                             (3.5)                                     
The relation between these three voltages can be expressed mathematically as follows: 
  
              
                 
                                   (3.6) 
Solving Eq. (3.6) to get positive root of      yields:  
                √             (   
  –  
  )                           (3.7) 
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Accordingly, the expressions of the output current (   ), real and reactive power of the 
smart load (   ) and (   ) are as follows: 
    
   
   
 
   
√   
     
 
                                                                
                   
   
     
   
                                                           
                         
   
            
   
                                         
Where    ,    ,     represent the non-critical load impedance, resistance, and reactance 
respectively. 
            Eq.(3.8), Eq. (3.9) and Eq. (3.10)  are used for both inductive and capacitive load 
where      term is positive in case of inductive load while it has a negative sign in case 
of  capacitive load.  
3.2.2 Resistive Loads 
            When the phase angle of non-critical load is zero with a pure resistive load, i.e., 
      , this leads to modify the phasor diagrams of Figure ‎3-4 to be as shown in 
Figure ‎3-5. 
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Figure ‎3-5 Phasor diagrams of ES to maintain main bus voltage constant in different modes for a resistive non-
critical load a) Neutral mode b) Inductive mode c) Capacitive mode 
Subsequently, after substituting unity power factor in Eq. (3.7), non-critical load voltage 
expression becomes as given in Eq. (3.11)   
     √(   
  –  
  )                                                   (3.11) 
Other related smart load real and reactive power expressions can be expressed as follows: 
    
   
   
                                                                            
    
   
 
   
                                                                           
                                                                                 
Where     and     are ES current (ES current is same as non-critical load current since 
ES and Non-critical loads are connected in series) and non-critical load resistance 
respectively. 
            This leads to conclude that the reactive power of smart load equals the reactive 
power consumption or generation by the electric spring. In addition, the resistive load 
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represents the simple case to study the ES behavior in different modes under different 
types of disturbances. 
3.3 Electric Spring Versions 
            Two versions of ES are developed and validated in research papers. The first 
version is initially implemented when the dc side of ES are represented by a dc capacitor 
and regulated by a controller. This version aims to generate a sinusoidal compensation 
voltage at the ac terminal of ES normal to the non-critical load current.  So, it is 
considered simply as a reactive power controller like TCSC and UPFC that can generate 
or consume sufficient amount of pure reactive power to regulate the main voltage. 
             The second version of ES is able to handle a real power exchange between the ES 
and power system to extend its usage for more applications.  This includes power system 
stability improvement and imbalance reduction. This version consists of a battery 
connected at the dc side of ES instead of the capacitor or connected in parallel with this 
capacitor. It provides a free angle difference control (       ) between ES voltage and 
non-critical load current. This extends the number of ES active modes to be eight modes 
instead of two as shown in Figure ‎3-6. 
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Figure ‎3-6 Phasor diagrams of ES in eight different modes with batteries a) inductive mode b) capacitive mode 
c) resistive mode d) negative-resistive mode e) inductive plus resistive mode f) capacitive plus resistive mode g) 
inductive plus negative-resistive h) capacitive plus negative-resistive 
            Generally, the operating mode of ES is specified by the phasor relationship (phase 
angle) between     and          and     are in phase. In case of capacitor, there are two 
modes when      and     are perpendicular (+    ,-   ). However, in the second version, 
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ES has four primary modes, the first two modes are when      and     are perpendicular 
(version one) and the last two modes namely resistive mode when     and     phasors are 
in phase (ES consumes real power by charging the battery) or negative-resistive mode 
when the phasors are in an opposite direction (ES generates real power by discharging the 
battery). Other four secondary modes are inductive plus resistive mode, capacitive plus 
resistive mode, inductive plus negative-resistive mode and finally, capacitive plus 
negative-resistive mode.    The secondary modes are considered as a combination of the 
primary modes.  
            It is noted that the inductive and inductive plus resistive phasor diagrams are 
nearly similar. In case of inductive mode, the non-critical load voltage amplitude     is 
taller as compared to inductive plus resistive case. The reason is the angle difference 
between     and     (    is in phase with    ) in case of inductive mode should be 
perpendicular to keep the main bus    constant. Also, there should be a small deviation 
in angle for inductive plus resistive case to consume real power. The situation is repeated 
for capacitive and capacitive plus resistive case. 
            It is important to note that five of these modes inductive, capacitive, resistive, 
inductive plus resistive, capacitive plus resistive modes operate as a load shading 
function by automatically adjusting the applied voltage on non-critical load to force this 
load to follow the profile of power generation. On the other hand, negative-resistive, 
inductive plus negative-resistive, capacitive plus negative-resistive modes have the 
capability to boost the voltage of non-critical load and consequently increase the power 
consumption. 
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3.4 Electric Spring Compensation 
            In this section, a general ES steady-state analysis for different real and reactive 
power compensation is described and full mathematical model is derived in details. 
Different typical loads compensated partially or completely by ES are discussed. At the 
end, a numerical example shows how the ES is controlled in such a way to achieve a 
certain range of power sharing for compensation purposes between ES and power grid for 
different loads.    
3.4.1 Overview of Electric Spring Compensation Principle  
            The amplitude of the load voltage and angle displacement changes automatically 
when the power electronic (ES) injects a sinusoidal voltage profile at its ac terminal as a 
voltage compensator.  This voltage and angle variation will contribute basically to control 
the power flowing to the load since it is connected in series as seen in Figure ‎3-7 
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+
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Figure ‎3-7 Power system including power source, load and ES 
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where    represents the voltage source of the power system which may be considered a 
strong or a weak power source where the instantaneous voltage expression of the system 
is expressed in Eq. (3.15) or in Eq. (3.16). The System voltage is ac sinusoidally time 
varying signal. 
                                                                    (3.15) 
                                                                        (3.16) 
where     ,       and         are root mean square values of the ac sinusoidal time varying 
voltage signals for source, load and ES respectively.    is the angular frequency,    and 
   are the angle displacement of load and ES voltage respectively.  
            Different characteristics of load connected with ES allow the displacement angles 
to be allocated in different values as specified below. 
 When the connected load is inductive: 
         
 
 
  
 
 
                                                      
 When the connected load is capacitive: 
 
 
 
                
 
 
                                                 
 When the connected load and ES are resistive: 
                                                                    (3.19) 
 When the connected load is resistive and ES is negative resistive: 
                                                                   (3.20) 
 When the connected load is negative resistive and ES is resistive: 
                                                                   (3.21) 
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 When the connected load and ES are resistive: 
                                                                (3.22) 
The current displacement angle    referred to voltage grid        
  is given as: 
 When the voltage source is inductive: 
 
 
 
                                                                (3.23) 
 When the voltage source is capacitive: 
         
 
 
                                                           
 When the voltage source is resistive: 
                                                                 (3.25) 
 When the voltage source is negative resistive: 
                                                                    
Steady-state complex power can be represented in phasor form as: 
                                                        (3.27) 
Where      ,       &        are the magnitudes of the complex powers of the source, load 
and ES respectively.   ,    &    are the corresponding angles of the previous 
combination. Other equations can be considered to represent the steady-state complex 
power using voltages and currents as:  
|   |          
               |  |                         (3.28) 
|   |                          |  |                     (3.29) 
|    |                           |  |              (3.30) 
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Each of these complex power can be analyzed into their power components: 
                                                          (3.31) 
                                                                  (3.32) 
                                                              (3.33) 
                                                                      (3.34) 
                                                                         
            ES power compensation can be classified into eight categories as mentioned in the 
following points (two categories for each point): 
 Inductive and capacitive power compensation      ,        ). 
 Positive and negative real power compensation     ,       ). 
 Inductive plus positive or negative real power compensation (       
                ). 
 Capacitive plus positive or negative real power compensation (       
                 ). 
            These points indicate clearly how the ES behaves in different situations especially 
when it is required to perform a certain compensation function in the power system. It 
emulates inductor or capacitor element connected in the power system. 
3.4.2 Complex Power Compensations 
            As mentioned previously in Figure ‎3-7 , the power system consists of three 
electric components which are connected in series.  According to Figure ‎3-7, the same ac 
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current flows through the power system. This connection or topology gives the ES 
capability to control the current flow and consequently the power sharing among these 
elements. The load can be represented in terms of      as: 
                                                              (3.36) 
The total load real and reactive power can be expressed as: 
   
[           ]
 
 
                                                           
   
[           ]
 
 
                                                         
By substituting      
                    
   
[         
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[         
                    ]
 
 
                                    
Eq. (3.39) and Eq. (3.40) show that the load real and reactive power can be varied by 
controlling the voltage and angle displacement of the ES. This variation will also change 
the power sharing of ES as given in Eq. (3.41) & Eq. (3.42) 
                                                                    (3.41) 
                                                                    (3.42) 
Thus, the real and reactive power compensation from the power grid side are also 
changed based on the variation of ES voltage amplitude and angle displacement as: 
                                                                  (3.43) 
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However, connected load real power can be represented using an attractive mathematical 
expression as: 
                                                                    (3.45) 
where 
                              
 
 
                          (3.46) 
                                         
 
 
                (3.47) 
                                    
 
 
                                     
At the same time, reactive power can be represented as: 
                                                                (3.49) 
where 
                                                         (3.50) 
                                                           (3.51) 
                                                                 (3.52) 
3.4.3 Electric Spring Analysis 
            In this section, two cases are considered to demonstrate the capability of ES for 
real and reactive power compensation. ES analysis is conducted when the ES, load and 
voltage source are connected together as shown in Figure ‎3-7. These cases are: 
Case 1: ES Real and Reactive Power Compensation in Case of Delivering Only a 
Real Power From the Grid  
            In this section, a power grid is only used for delivering a certain amount of real 
power to the system. In other words, the angle of ac current circulating in the system is in 
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phase with the voltage source. The reactive power compensation will be performed by ES 
to cover the reactive power of the load. ES will be able to deliver or consume reactive 
power to compensate the load requirements. 
 Real Power Compensation     
            As discussed previously, the grid will deliver a certain amount of real power 
through the network to cover the connected load. To do so, the angle difference of the 
power source voltage and current angles is zero. The load is considered a resistive load 
with     . The expression which describe the ES power compensation is described as: 
 
                                                             (3.53) 
 
In case of     ,  Eq. (3.53) will be simplified as given in Eq. (3.54). ES will be 
handled as a resistive load (sink load) and the real power of the grid will be provided for 
both ES and resistive load. This distributed power between ES and load will be expressed 
mathematically based on voltage divider rule as: 
 
 
                                                                (3.54) 
 
   
  
  
    
    
                                                                           
 
However, ES voltage and current can be derived as:  
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                                                           (3.57) 
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But, when     , Eq. (3.53) will be simplified to  
 
                                                                      (3.58) 
 
The distributed power of the system and ES voltage and current are based on the power 
ratio described as: 
 
   
  
  
     
    
                                                                         
        √
  
 
                                                                
                                                    (3.61) 
 
 
 Reactive Power Compensation     
 
            When reactive power is completely compensated by the ES, then: 
                                                     (3.62) 
                                                         (3.63) 
 
            In this case, ES is capable to generate or consume reactive power by shifting the 
angle        
 
 
  with respect to circulating current   . The second term in Eq. (3.41) 
indicates clearly how the load is fully compensated by the ES. This pure reactive power 
compensation doesn’t‎allow‎any‎real‎power‎exchange‎between‎the‎ES‎and‎the‎power‎
system as: 
             
 
 
                                                                
 
ES voltage and current will be represented as: 
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ES voltage and current expressions can be modified as: 
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Case 2: ES Real and Reactive Power Compensation in Case of Delivering or 
Absorbing a Complex Real and Reactive Power From the Grid  
 
            ES can be controlled in such a way to allow the voltage source to contribute 
simultaneously in compensation process either by generating or consuming real and 
reactive power components. 
 
 Complex Power Compensation     
 
            When the ES is activated in the power system, the grid real and reactive power 
represented by (         ) change automatically to new values represented by (       ). In 
addition, current     will vary from           to           by controlling the amplitude 
and angle           values of the ES. 
            Before switching on the ES, the complex power and reactive power of the voltage 
source is equivalent to that of the load power as: 
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where  
|    |            |   |                                          (3.70) 
 
|    |            |   |                                          (3.71) 
  
The load voltage, current and impedance are represented by complex power and voltage 
source as: 
 
                                                                          (3.72) 
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The grid power and current are changed accordingly as: 
   
                                                                          (3.75) 
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Based on that, the complex power and load voltage are represented by  
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            This value of load voltage can be substituted in Eq. (3.80) to find the expected 
voltage and angle of the ES to make a necessary action of power compensation.  
  
                                                       (3.81) 
 
 
 Real and Reactive Power Compensation     ) 
 
            Two cases will be introduced, in the first case, the real power of the grid source 
when it is changed from     to     such as the reactive power of the power grid     is 
kept constant as shown in Eq. (3.82). Source current and load voltage expressions are 
given as: 
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In the second case, the reactive power of the voltage source is changed from     level to 
    while the real power     is kept constant as shown in Eq. (3.85). Source current and 
load voltage expressions are: 
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4 CHAPTER 4 
ELECTRIC SPRING CONTROLLER DESIGN USING 
THE SWITCHING MODEL 
4.1 Switching Model of Electric Spring 
            This section presents a dc to ac switching model of single phase full-bridge 
converter shown in Figure ‎4-1. Single phase full bridge inverter is better than the half 
bridge inverter with respect to harmonic analysis.  
 Single Phase Full Bridge Inverter
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Q4
ID1
ID2
ID3
ID4
VT
Ip1 Ip2
In2In1
 
Figure ‎4-1 Single phase full bridge inverter 
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            This figure consists of a four switch group numbered 1-4 with antiparallel 
connection of each controllable unidirectional switch like transistor, MOSFET or other 
power electronic switch and a single diode.  
            Each switch and diode in the bridge are named    and    respectively, where   is 
the element number,            
            In this work, MOSFET is utilized to present a voltage source converter (VSC) 
where the current flows from the source to drain while flows from anode to cathode in the 
diode. The main currents out of the battery through the upper and lower switches are 
called    and     respectively. The terminal voltages at the dc side are connected with a dc 
battery. It is denoted by    and    respectively. The currents are then distributed through 
the converter arms namely    ,    ,      and    . The ac terminal voltage is donated by   . 
            Accordingly, the relationship of the voltage source converter (VSC) currents can 
be expressed as follows:     
                                                                 (4.1) 
                                                                 (4.2) 
                                                                 (4.3) 
                                                                 (4.4) 
           Thus, the output power of dc side and the delivered power to the ac side of the 
converter are defined by     and     respectively. The converter is switched by 
comparing a carrier signal (Triangle signal with switching period   )  and a modulation 
signal     through pulse width modulation       technique. 
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            There are eight different operation modes for the converter taking into 
consideration the direction of the current. Four modes for each current direction when the 
ac current flows out the bridge (positive direction) or to the bridge (negative direction). 
            For positive direction, let    and    are conducted and    and    are blocked. 
Therefore, the current will flow through    and    and will not flow through the 
corresponding diodes    and    because the    and     can not be negative, thus 
      . Also, when the switching signal sent to S3 and S2, the current will flow 
through the diodes    and   and   ,   don’t‎ carry any current. Consequently,    
    .  Last two modes are when    and    or    and    are on. The current will flow in 
   and    in the first one and flow in   and    in the last mode. In the last two cases,    
will be zero. 
            Similarly, the same approach are applied when the ac side current is negative. The 
same results are concluded for current flowing through the opposite direction. i.e., 
positive current flow in    and    in the first mode and in    and    in the first negative 
current mode.  Mathematical relationships of voltage, current and the switching of single 
phase full bridge inverter are described as follows: 
                                                              (4.5) 
                                                                         (4.6) 
For positive direction 
                                                              (4.7) 
                                                            (4.8)  
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For negative direction 
                                                            (4.9) 
                                                        (4.10) 
Power at the ac and dc side are derived accordingly as: 
                  [                     ]                   (4.11) 
For positive direction 
           (           )     (           )      (                     )(4.12) 
For negative direction 
           (           )     (           )      (                     )(4.13) 
So,           (                     )                         (4.14) 
The power loss of that converter is 
                                                          (4.15) 
 
4.2 Power System Description          
               is integrated with a dissipative non-critical load       in the distribution 
system to represent a new form of smart load. The voltage amplitude and angle of the 
electric spring are controlled by modulation index     and angle    . Distribution 
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system is fed by the power grid with voltage     , internal impedance        and 
renewable energy current source       Instead of integrating PV system in the smart grid, 
intermittent renewable energy source is represented by a current source.  The effects of 
variable incident irradiance on the PV surfaces or the effect of partial shading 
phenomenon which occurs when clouds, dust, snow and buildings cover the PV panel 
[67-70] can be represented by injecting a variable current into the system. Energy is 
transferred through the distribution feeders       and        to the connected loads which 
are represented by critical and non-critical loads      &       respectively. Electric 
spring voltage changes dynamically to regulate the main voltage and also allow the load 
consumption to follow the power generation. Renewable energy source is emulated using 
an intermittent current source such that the main voltage of the load bus is fluctuating 
around its nominal value. Schematic diagram of the network considered is shown in 
Figure ‎4-2. 
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Figure ‎4-2 Schematic diagram of the power system 
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4.3 Problem Formulation 
4.3.1 Controller Design 
            Controllers are designed to regulate the main voltage of ac load bus and dc 
capacitor voltage at the dc terminal of the power inverter as shown in Figure ‎4-3. It 
consists of ac and dc PI controllers. The dynamics of dc bus are taken into consideration, 
so the ES exchanges real and reactive power with the distribution network. The angle 
difference between     and     load is   
 . The sign of angle depends mainly on 
electric spring modes (inductive or capacitive mode). However, this angle is slightly 
deviated because the electric spring absorbs small amount of real power to keep the dc 
voltage constant and due to the switching losses. The output of the ac controller loop is 
the modulation index that varies within ±1. Phased locked loop (     block is used to 
track the current angle of the non-critical load.   
R
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Figure ‎4-3 Control blocks for the electric spring (single phase full bridge inverter) 
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            To enhance the dynamic performance of the electric spring, the controllers should 
be optimally designed. The design problem is formulated to optimize the objective 
function   subject to some inequality constrains. In this work, nonlinear time-domain 
based objective function is proposed to minimize the ac and dc voltage deviations 
weighted by the simulation time. This will reduce the overshoot and the settling time. The 
objective function can be expressed as: 
  (   ∫            ∫           )                                         
 
Subject to  
 
{
 
 
 
 
   
           
   
   
           
   
   
           
   
   
           
   
                                                       
 
 
Where   is the simulation time,   is a weighting factor,      is the ac main voltage 
deviation,      is dc voltage deviation, and     ,    ,     and      are the parameters 
of ac and dc PI voltage controllers.  
Genetic algorithm optimization technique is selected to search for the optimal parameters 
of the given controllers in research space. 
4.3.2 Real Coded Genetic Algorithm Optimization Technique (RCGA) 
            Genetic algorithm is one of the optimization techniques which belongs to 
evolutionary algorithms (EA). RCGA is a robust technique which can be used to deal 
with wide range of problems to find the optimal solutions. Moreover, RCGA has several 
advantages of being able to solve complex optimization problems effectively. It is a 
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reliable technique that can be easily interfaced with different simulations and models. 
RCGA principle is defined by utilizing natural evolution process such as selection, cross 
over and mutation [71]. The following steps describe the process of the genetic algorithm 
to solve the optimization problem: 
1- For initialization, optimization process starts by defining some required 
parameters  such as: 
A)  Number of control parameters per a candidate solution ( ), In this work,    , 
   ,     and      are the dc and ac control parameters. 
B) Population size (    ). 
C) Number of iterations (generations) (    ). 
D) Mutation and cross over probabilities within [0,1]. 
E) Control parameters equality and inequality constraints for each parameter 
[           ]. Where j is the order of the optimized parameter. 
            Initial population is constructed by generating Np solution. Each solution 
consists of   parameters selected randomly within the parameters constraints. In 
order to generate the initial population, the following expression will be taken into 
consideration 
               (           )                           (4.18)  
 
2- Each solution is evaluated by calculating the objective function defined in (4.16). 
The best solution is selected in each generation and updated throughout the 
generations. The proposed objective function is based on minimizing the error of 
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the measured voltage of ac and dc controllers by calculating the time weighted 
voltage deviation for both controllers. 
3- Selection process begins by selecting randomly the parents. Tournament selection 
is used to select two pairs of solutions and the best one will be selected. 
4- To improve the diversity of the solutions (individuals), Cross over operation is 
applied. Two parents will be randomly selected and the cross over will be applied 
as given in Eq. (4.19) and Eq. (4.20).  
            
     
         
                                             (4.19) 
            
     
         
                                            (4.20) 
where: 
  
    
  are the parents and     
      
  are the offsprings that represent the new 
control parameters of the ac and dc controllers respectively.  
  is a constant between 0 and 1.  Cross over is applied with probability of 0.9, 
otherwise, the selected parents will be the same without any modifications and 
continue the process. 
5- Mutation is utilized after cross over operation to increase the perturbation of the 
elements. The non-uniform mutation process is applied with probability of 0.15. 
       {
                      
                       
                                   (21) 
 
        (   
(  
 
    
)
 
 )                                                     
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where: 
   and    represent the maximum and minimum values of the mutated control 
parameter respectively. Also,   is a random number between 0 and 1.   is a 
prespecified index selected by the user. 
6- Genetic algorithm continues processing until the stopping criteria is met. 
Different criteria are adopted in intelligent techniques either when the maximum 
number of generations is reached or when the objective function is less than a 
certain tolerance value or when the optimal solution values doesn’t‎change for a 
certain number of generations specified by the users. In this thesis, the first option 
has been used. Figure ‎4-4 shows the flowchart of RCGA algorithm implementing 
the previous steps. 
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Figure ‎4-4 Flowchart for controller parameters optimization using RCGA technique 
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4.4 Simulation Results  
4.4.1 Test System  
            Power system including electric spring as shown in Figure ‎4-2 is modeled in 
MATLAB/SIMULINK. It consists of a regulated weak power grid (  ). Power grid is 
modeled by voltage source with internal impedance (    ). Renewable energy sources 
with variable output real power is represented by controllable current source (  ). The 
output current of the controllable current source is fluctuated from      . So, the load 
bus is fluctuating around its nominal value of        .  
            The impedances of the transmission lines is represented by        and        
respectively. The real power is transferred through the transmission network to the 
connected critical       and non-critical loads       . The dc capacitor        of the 
electric spring is regulated to     . Three different cases have been considered in this 
study. These are sudden change analysis case (inductive and capacitive modes), multiple 
disturbances and multiple load variations. Power system parameters are summarized in 
Table 1 
 
Table 1 Parameters specifications of the test system 
Description Parameters Nominal Values 
Weak power grid              
Grid internal impedance                   
controllable current source           
transmission lines impedance      ,       
            
           
Critical and non-critical load    ,      50   
DC capacitor              
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4.4.2  Results and Discussions 
Referring to Figure ‎4-2, three different cases are taken into consideration. These cases 
are:  
1- Sudden change analysis. 
2- ES response with multiple disturbances using renewable current source. 
3- Multiple disturbances by inserting different loads to the system. 
Case 1: Sudden Change Analysis 
 Inductive mode (suppression mode) 
            In this case, renewable energy source generates       which leads to increase in 
the voltage of the load bus to     . Electric spring will operate in inductive mode when 
the main voltage is greater than the nominal value (     ) and the generated power is 
higher than the load demand. Figure ‎4-5 to Figure ‎4-7 describe the sudden change 
behavior of the electric spring in inductive mode.  
            Figure ‎4-5 shows the angle difference response between electric spring terminal 
voltage and non-critical load current. Electric spring terminal voltage is leading the non-
critical load current by       and the dc capacitor is charged to       according to the 
reference value of the dc voltage controller  In Figure ‎4-6, electric spring absorbs small 
amount of real power (     ) and sufficient amount of reactive power (          ) to 
regulate the voltages of dc capacitor and ac main load bus while Figure ‎4-7 shows the 
sudden change response of critical, non-critical loads and ES voltages respectively.    
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Figure ‎4-5 Sudden change response of ES angle and dc capacitor voltage in inductive mode 
 
Figure ‎4-6 Sudden change response of ES real and reactive power in inductive mode 
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Figure ‎4-7 Sudden change response of critical, non-critical loads and ES voltages 
 Capacitive mode (supportive mode ) 
            In this case, renewable energy source generates    which leads to a drop in the 
nominal value of the load bus voltage to       Electric spring will operate in capacitive 
mode when the main voltage is less than the nominal value (     ) and the generated 
power is less than the load demand. Electric spring will support the main voltage to its 
nominal value by generating sufficient amount of reactive power. Figure ‎4-8 to Figure 
‎4-10 describe the sudden change behavior of the electric spring in capacitive mode.  
            Electric spring terminal voltage is lagging the non-critical load current by       
as shown in Figure ‎4-8. The dc capacitor is charged to       according to the reference 
value of the dc voltage controller  In Figure ‎4-9, electric spring absorbs small amount of 
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regulate the voltage of dc capacitor and ac main load bus. Finally, Figure ‎4-10 shows the 
sudden change response of critical, non-critical loads and ES voltages respectively. 
 
Figure ‎4-8 Sudden change response of ES angle and dc capacitor voltage in capacitive mode 
 
Figure ‎4-9 Sudden response of ES real and reactive power in capacitive mode 
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Figure ‎4-10 Sudden response of critical, non-critical loads and ES voltages 
Case 2: ES response with multiple disturbances using renewable current 
source 
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deactivated. The critical and non-critical load voltage          and power (      ) are 
identical.  
            During the last time period, electric spring is enabled and current profile of the 
renewable energy source is repeated for 3s to show the effectiveness of the electric spring 
in regulating the main voltage by dynamically injecting sinusoidal voltage      . In this 
case, electric spring will operate in different operating conditions. The capability of the 
electric spring in regulating the main voltage is depicted in Figure ‎4-11. The output power 
of renewable energy source     , real power consumption by critical and non-critical 
load (      ) and the generated power by the grid connected (  ) are depicted in Figure 
‎4-12. The output current profile of renewable energy source is repeated again to show the 
responses of modulation index    , angle difference between electric spring voltage and 
the non-critical load current ( ) and the  reactive power generation by the electric spring 
      in different modes as depicted in Figure ‎4-13. Figure ‎4-13 shows that the ES 
operates in different modes due to the fluctuated voltage of the main bus. In addition, the 
angle difference ( ) is close to       or        based on the electric spring modes. It is 
noted that the electric spring generates reactive power in the capacitive mode. On the 
other hand, it consumes reactive power in the inductive mode. 
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Figure ‎4-11 Voltage analysis of test system in different modes 
 
 
Figure ‎4-12 Power analysis of test system in different modes 
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Figure ‎4-13 Modulation index, angle and reactive power responses in different modes. 
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Figure ‎4-14 Critical, non-critical loads and ES voltages and modulation index response 
            The inserted inductive load consumes more reactive power which flows in the 
network and causes a voltage drop to the system. This situation of voltage drop enforces 
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voltage value at its terminal.   
 Resistive load variations 
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inserting 75   in parallel. Critical and non-critical load voltages, ES voltage and 
modulation index response are shown in Figure ‎4-15 
 
Figure ‎4-15 Critical, non-critical loads and ES voltages and modulation index response for three time periods 
            The first time period‎represents‎the‎normal‎case‎when‎the‎system‎isn’t‎disturbed.‎
It is noted in the second period that the ES voltage is decreased lower than the previous 
period. However, ES capacity is improved. It occurs when the non-critical load current 
(same as ES current) is increased because of the non-critical load resistance is decreased. 
In the last period, non-critical load current is reduced. Means that ES capacity is 
decreased and ES needs to inject higher voltage to generate sufficient amount of reactive 
power to do the same work of regulating the main voltage.    
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5 CHAPTER 5 
ELECTRIC SPRING CONTROL DESIGN USING 
AVERAGING MODEL 
5.1 Basic Principles of Averaged Model  
            In chapter 4, a switching model is adopted for its accuracy as it describes the 
dynamics of the converter. However, there are several disadvantages of this model as 
follows: 
1- Difficulty to understand the relationship between the control signal indicated by 
     and the instantaneous resulting values of the voltage and current. 
2- Switching model gives more details on variables which are not needed in dynamic 
analysis and control design purposes.  
Therefore, average model is more suitable in analysis as compared to the switching 
model. Moreover, the dynamics of the converter are considered as a function of 
modulating signal.   
             ES converter with low pass filter is considered as shown in Figure ‎5-1. Applying 
KVL loop on ac side of the single phase inverter, the following equation can be written: 
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Where   ,    ,      are the output voltage with switching period   , electric spring voltage 
and injected current respectively. 
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Figure ‎5-1 Single phase inverter connected with low pass filter 
   can be represented using Fourier series analysis as: 
      
 
  
∫      
  
 
   ∑ [                       ]
    
   
                  
Where   is the harmonic order from   to    and    
  
  
. 
    and    factors are described by the following formulas: 
   
 
  
∫      
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∫      
  
 
                                                          
After substituting (5.2) into (5.1), it becomes as follows:     
 
        
  
           (
 
  
∫      
  
 
     )    
∑ [            
    
   
                                                                                                     ]                                              
Eq. (5.5) can be separated to dc and periodic signal equations as shown in Eq. (5.6)- 
Eq.(5.8) 
 
   ̅  
  
     ̅   (
 
  
∫      
  
 
      )                                                     
 
  ̃   
  
    ̃    ∑ [                       ]                            
    
   
 
Where  
          ̅        ̃                                                                
The average operator where the average value is changed from one switching cycle to 
another one can be expressed as: 
 ̅    
 
  
∫     
 
    
                                                            
            As the modulating signal varies with time, the switched waveforms 
           will not maintain their constant periodic forms. Therefore, the switched 
waveforms can be added in the averaging process as follows: 
 ̅      ̅       , when                                       (5.10) 
 ̅      ̅        , when                                 (5.11) 
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Where   is the duty ratio between 0 and 1. 
Substituting Eq. (5.10) and Eq. (5.11) into Eq. (4.6), averaged terminal voltage is 
obtained 
  ̅                                                       (5.12) 
            The relationship between the modulating signal and the duty ratio can be realized 
using Figure ‎5-2 where 
       or                                           (5.13) 
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Figure ‎5-2 Relationship between modulation signal, switching waveform and terminal voltage and the duty cycle 
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            It is concluded that when the modulating signal changes from -1 to 1, the duty 
ratio changes from 0 to 1. Hence, the terminal voltage    varies between -    to    .  
5.2 Electric Spring Averaged Model  
            Averaged model of the test system shown in Figure ‎4-2 has been mathematically 
derived and validated. It consists of a grid voltage source, intermittent renewable energy 
current source, distribution feeders and connected critical and non-critical loads.  
5.2.1 Power System Model 
            Test system equations have been derived in two different cases whether loads are 
classified as a resistive or inductive loads as shown in Figure ‎5-3. Power system has five 
states variables represented by     ,     ,    ,     and    where: 
   : ES voltage at the dc terminal 
    : Injected current flows out the converter towards the power system 
   : ES voltage at the terminal of the low pass filter capacitor 
   : ES current which is same as non-critical load current 
  : Distribution current provided by the network to the loads 
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Figure ‎5-3 Test system including ES, loads, feeders and energy sources 
Case 1: Critical and Non-Critical Resistive Loads 
            In this case, resistive loads are considered for both critical and non-critical loads. 
In other words,     state variable will be ignored.  Applying KCL on the ac side of the 
power inverter yields 
           
    
  
                                                               
Also, the smart load bus voltage is described as 
                                                                             
Substituting Eq. (5.15) into Eq. (5.14) gives 
 ̇   (
 
  
)      (
 
      
)   (
 
      
)                                       
The relationship between    and    and     can be written as:  
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 Substituting Eq. (5.17) into Eq. (5.16) gives 
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Applying KVL on the ac side of power converter yields 
  ̇    (
  
  
)      (
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)                                                 
    can be expressed as follows: 
 ̇   (
  
   
)  (
     
   
)                                                            
Distribution current    is derived by applying KVL on the power system as: 
  ̇  (
 
        
) ( (        )   (     )   (     )  ̇      )         
 
             Substituting Eq. (5.17) into Eq. (5.21) gives 
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Grid voltage source   , intermittent renewable current source    and its derivation   ̇ are 
expressed in Eq. (5.23), Eq. (5.24) and Eq. (5.25) respectively. 
                                                                  (5.23) 
                                                                  (5.24) 
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  ̇                                                                   (5.25) 
Where   and   are the amplitude of the grid and current source while   and   represent 
the angle displacement of the aforementioned signals. 
Case 2: Critical and Non-Critical Inductive Loads 
            As derived previously for resistive loads, the mathematical equations for 
inductive loads are represented with five state variables. Unlike case 1, there are 5 state 
variables in this case. This will increase the complexity of the model. 
ES voltage can be derived as: 
 ̇   (
 
  
)      (
 
  
)                                                          
Applying KCL on the ac side yields 
  ̇    (
  
  
)      (
 
  
)    (
 
  
)                                         
The voltage dynamics of the capacitor at dc side is represented as: 
 ̇   (
  
   
)  (
     
   
)                                                        
Main bus voltage     is expressed as follows: 
                    ̇                                         (5.29) 
Rearrange Eq. (5.29),   ̇  can be obtained as: 
  ̇   (
   
   
)     (
 
   
)    (
 
   
)                                         
   current is obtained by applying KVL for the power system as: 
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  ̇  (
 
        
)  ( (        )   (     )   (     )  ̇      )          
Main voltage can be written as: 
                (  ̇    ̇ )                                      (5.32) 
Substituting Eq. (5.30) into Eq. (5.32) yields 
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)   ̇  (
  
      
)                
Substituting           into           gives 
  ̇  (
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Substituting Eq. (5.31) into Eq. (5.32) gives 
   (
 
           
) ([  (        )              ]  
 [  (        )]    [  (        )]  ̇  [  (     )]  
 [  (     )]  ̇      )                                                                                   
Substituting Eq. (5.35) into Eq. (5.30), electric spring current can be expressed as: 
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5.2.2 Power System Controller 
            To facilitate the derivations, the proposed controllers are derived in two parts: 
single phase locked loop PLL and PIs controller as follows: 
 Single Phase Phase Locked Loop (PLL) 
            Single phase phase looked loop (PLL) is represented as shown in Figure ‎5-4. It  
consists of filter blocks on the left side and alpha-beta to d-q conversion in addition to PI 
controller in the right side. 
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Figure ‎5-4 Phase locked loop schematic diagram 
Mathematical derivations for filter blocks are written sequentially in Eq. (5.37) and Eq. 
(5.38) 
 ̇                                                                                            
 ̇                                                                              
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Alpha-beta to d-q conversion equations are given in Eq. (5.39)- Eq. (5.41) 
                                                                                                                     (5.39) 
 ̇             ̇   ̇                      ̇          ̇                        (5.40) 
 ̇                                                     
                                                                                                                                          (5.41) 
 ̇                                                                                                                    (5.42) 
The PI controller side derivations are expressed in (5.43)-(5.46) 
           ∫                                                                 
  ̇   ̇      ̇                                                       (5.44) 
 ̇      ̇                                                                           
 ̇                                                                                             (5.46) 
 
 PI controllers 
            The following Figure ‎5-5 is an ES with dc and ac controllers. Each one of these 
controllers has been derived as below:  
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Figure ‎5-5 Full schematic diagram of ES controller 
 DC PI Controller: 
            According to Figure ‎5-5,   signal is multiplication of an output of dc 
controller and the sine values of the tracked angle of non-critical load current. 
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Substituting (5.20) into (5.48) yields 
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 Ac PI Controller: 
              is considered as an output control signal of ac controller block multiplied with 
the output cosine signal of non-critical load current 
   (           )  (     
    
 
)                                      
Then, 
         
  ̇  ((           )
 
      (           )      )                     
 
  ̇  (  ̇                               )                             
 
   and       are the magnitude and RMS values of the main bus voltage. These values 
can be expressed mathematically as follows: 
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The final control signal  is expressed as: 
 ̇     ̇    ̇                                                     (5.58) 
            The non-linearity of the power system comes from Eq. (5.20). To simplify the 
method,     dynamics will be neglected. The dc side of electrical spring is considered 
constant such that no significant change in the dc voltage.  
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5.2.3 Power System Linearization 
            To optimize the controller parameters, the linearized model of the system 
consisting of a power plant in addition to the plant controller is developed. This approach 
aims at constructing a closed loop matrix and optimizing the proposed controller 
parameters by investigating the Eigen values for each candidate solution. The linearized 
model is given in appendix.  
5.3 Particle Swarm Optimization Technique (PSO) 
            Particle swarm optimization technique has been developed and enhanced by 
Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995. First of all, PSO was used to represent social behavior of 
the swarms like bird flock or fish school. It is a computational method used by many 
researchers to optimize their problems by finding the best solutions or candidates. PSO is 
considered as a stochastic based optimization problem. It is a robust technique and can 
find the best solution regardless initial populations. The initial generation is represented 
by n-particles. Each one of these particles has a certain number of optimized parameters 
which represent a dimension of that problem [72]. PSO optimization steps are roughly 
described in the following points: 
1- In the first step, initial positions (particles) and velocities are generated randomly 
within constraints. The constraints of the controller parameters are selected based 
on the experience with the system. Lower and upper boundaries of these 
velocities are selected accordingly. 
2-  Candidate solutions are evaluated based on objective function (non-linear cost 
function). Then, individual and global best solutions are updated and stored. 
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3-  To control the swarm velocity, two different approaches can be applied during 
optimization process either inertia weight method or constriction factor method as 
shown in the following expressions: 
- Inertia weight method is: 
                                                             (5.59) 
where  
                
Also, the velocity expression is: 
                          (    
                )
     (    
                 )                                                       
Where 
           and         : Previous and updated iteration velocity where   and   
represent the number of row and column numbers respectively.  
       : Acceleration constants 
    
       and     
       : individual best position and global best position 
respectively. 
- Constriction factor method is: 
               *              (    
                )
     (    
                 )+                                                     
Where  
   : constriction factor 
4- Updating the positions for the next iteration as : 
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                                                              (5.62) 
Where 
                 : Previous and updated positions 
         : Previous iteration velocity 
5- Each updated velocities and positions values have to be investigated whether 
these values are feasible or not. If not, each value outside the range should be 
forced to its nearest limit. 
6-  Updating the values of individual positions and global position for each 
calculated iteration. 
7- The stopping criteria limit is examined. If the search reaches the maximum 
number of iterations, the optimization process is stopped and the best solution is 
reported. 
These steps are also provided and clarified as a flowchart in Figure ‎5-6 
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Figure ‎5-6 Flowchart of PSO technique 
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5.4 Simulation Results 
            Power system non-linear model described in the previous chapter is considered to 
examine the performance of ES. The system includes ac side controller in addition to 
PLL. Two cases have been considered in this study. In the first one, the critical and non-
critical loads are resistive loads while in the second case, the loads are inductive. All 
details and results are shown and discussed in the following sections where the power 
system performance is tested for different kinds of disturbances.    
5.4.1 Case 1: Critical and Non-Critical Resistive Loads 
            In this case study, one ac PI controller parameters has been optimized using two 
different PSO velocities, inertia factor and constriction factor method. It is concluded that 
the constriction factor is better than inertia factor regarding convergence time and quality 
of the solutions. The bridge and PI controller are shown in Figure ‎5-7.  
R
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Inc
+
-
Ves
m
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PLL
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0
 
Figure ‎5-7 Control blocks for the electric spring (single phase full bridge inverter) 
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            Objective function utilized in this optimization is non-linear cost function to 
minimize the error resulting from the difference between the actual main voltage (  ) 
and the reference value. The objective function can be expressed as: 
  (∫            )                                                                   
 
Subject to  
 
,
  
         
   
  
         
   
 
                                                       
Where   is the simulation time,   is a weighting factor,      is the ac main voltage 
deviation and    and    are the parameters of ac PI voltage controllers.  
As seen in Figure ‎5-8, PSO algorithm has been performed for 100 iterations and the 
objective functions are calculated and compared. 
 
Figure ‎5-8 Objective function variation using non-linear cost objective function 
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Different kinds of simulations were carried out such as multi-disturbances, resistive load 
variation, inserting inductive load to critical resistive load. 
 Multi-disturbances 
            Simulation of multiple disturbances is carried out for 3s to investigate the 
performance of the electric spring. The simulation is divided into three time periods. Each 
time period is one second. Renewable energy current source injects        and    for 
each time period respectively. To keep the main voltage (  ) constant, ES is activated 
and starts injecting a compensation voltage at its terminal as depicted in Figure ‎5-9 
             The output power of renewable energy source     , real power consumption by 
critical and non-critical loads (      ) respectively and the generated power by the grid 
connected (  ) are depicted in Figure ‎5-10.  
            ES modulation index    , the angle difference between electric spring voltage 
and the non-critical load current ( ), and the reactive power generated by the electric 
spring       are shown in Figure ‎5-11.  It is noted that the angle difference ( ) is very 
close to       because there is no need for real power to regulate the dc side of ES.  
Figure ‎5-12 shows that the dc side of ES is constant and the real power consumption by 
ES is close to zero. 
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Figure ‎5-9 Voltage analysis of ES averaged model in different modes 
 
Figure ‎5-10 Power analysis of ES averaged model in different modes 
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Figure ‎5-11 Modulation index, Angle and reactive power of ES averaged model in different modes 
 
Figure ‎5-12 ES real power consumption and dc voltage responses in different modes 
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 Resistive loads variations  
           The simulation is carried out when the renewable energy source injects 10 A to the 
distribution system. Simulation is divided in three time periods. Each time period is one 
second. In the first time period, critical and non-critical loads are 50   each. In the 
second period, the non-critical load resistance becomes lower than the previous period by 
inserting 30  in parallel with its terminal. At the same time, 70   is connected in series 
with the critical loads. In the third period, 70   is connected in series with the non-critical 
load and 30  is connected in parallel with the critical load. Critical, non-critical load, 
and ES voltages response are shown in Figure ‎5-13. 
            It is noted that the ES is capable to handle all of these three resistive variations by 
generating sufficient amount of reactive power to regulate the main voltage. Also, ES 
voltage is affected significantly when the value of non-critical load varies. However, 
when the resistance of non-critical loads is becomes lower, non-critical load current 
becomes higher. So, ES injects lower value of voltage at its terminal to generate the 
required amount of reactive power as shown in the second period. In the third period, ES 
injects higher voltage at its terminal as compared to the previous period because the non-
critical load current is decreased.  
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Figure ‎5-13 Critical, non-critical load and ES voltages 
            It is clear that the ES mode is changed in these three time periods. Reactive power 
is also changed accordingly. Modulation index ( ) and reactive power compensation 
response (   ) are shown in Figure ‎5-14.  
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Figure ‎5-14 ES modulation index and reactive power compensation 
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inductive load is switched off. It is noted that ES is capable to regulate the bus in this 
case.   
 
Figure ‎5-15 Critical, non-critical load and ES voltages response when inductive load is switched on and 
renewable source current is 7A 
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Figure ‎5-16 ES modulation index and reactive power compensation response when inductive load is switched on 
and renewable source current is 7A 
 
Figure ‎5-17 Critical, non-critical load and ES voltages response when inductive load is switched off and 
renewable source current is 7A 
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Figure ‎5-18 ES modulation index and reactive power compensation response when inductive load is switched off 
and renewable source current is 7A 
 Renewable current source is 10 A 
 In this case, current source is 10 A during the simulation while critical load is disturbed 
by switching on and off an inductive load. Critical, non-critical load and ES voltages are 
shown in Figure ‎5-19. The modulation index signal and reactive power compensation are 
shown in Figure ‎5-20.  Figure ‎5-21 and Figure ‎5-22show the power system response 
when the inductive load is switched off.  
            As a conclusion, ES generates lower voltage as compared to 7 A case. That is 
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Figure ‎5-19 Critical, non-critical load and ES voltages response when inductive load is switched on and 
renewable source current is 10A 
 
Figure ‎5-20 ES modulation index and reactive power compensation response when inductive load is switched on 
and renewable source current is 10A 
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Figure ‎5-21 Critical, non-critical load and ES voltages when response when inductive load is switched off and 
renewable source current is 10A 
 
Figure ‎5-22 ES modulation index and reactive power compensation response when inductive load is switched off 
and renewable source current is 10A 
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5.4.2 Case 2: Critical and non-critical Inductive loads  
            In this case study, ac PI controller parameters has been optimized using two 
different PSO velocities, inertia factor and constriction factor method and the results are 
compared together as shown in Figure ‎5-23. The objective function is non-linear cost 
function to minimize the error resulting from the difference between the actual main 
voltage (  ) and the reference value. The objective function, constraints, and the 
controller are considered the same as in case 1. Different kinds of simulations were 
carried out such as multi-disturbances and different kinds of loads are switching on with 
the non-critical load.  
 
Figure ‎5-23 Objective function variation using non-linear cost objective function 
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 Multi-disturbances  
            Two cases are applied in this section. In the first case, three multiple disturbances 
are carried out in ascending way starting from 0 A  renewable  energy source current 
passing through 2.5 A up to 5 A in the third time period. The time step is 1s for each 
current level. In the second case, the renewable energy source current is 3 A for the first 
period and 11 A for the second period. The time step is 1s for each current level. In this 
case, the critical load is 50   while the non-critical load is inductive with 0.95 PF. 
            As indicated in Figure ‎5-24, the main voltage (  ) is maintained constant while 
the non-critical load voltage is automatically increased higher than the nominal value 
(230 V). When the renewable energy source current is increased, ES injects less voltage 
at its terminal to regulate the main bus. Also, the non-critical load voltage becomes 
higher. ES operates in capacitive mode for all of these three time periods and generates 
less reactive power for each upcoming time period as shown in Figure ‎5-25 
            Figure ‎5-26 and Figure ‎5-27 shows ES response when renewable energy current 
generates 3 A and 11 A respectively. ES operates in capacitive and inductive modes. 
Also, ES generates the reactive power for the first period and consumes reactive power 
for the second period.  
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Figure ‎5-24 Critical, non-critical load and ES voltages in capacitive mode when ES is connected in series with 
non-critical inductive load 
 
Figure ‎5-25 Modulation index and reactive power compensation when ES operates in capacitive mode and when 
ES connected in series with non-critical inductive load 
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Figure ‎5-26 Critical, non-critical load and ES voltages in capacitive and inductive modes when ES is connected 
in series with non-critical inductive load 
 
 
Figure ‎5-27 Modulation index and reactive power compensation when ES operates in capacitive and inductive 
modes and when ES connected in series with non-critical inductive load 
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 Different loads characterization are connected with non-critical load 
            In this case, the non-critical load is disturbed by switching on three different kinds 
of loads at a time. These loads are resistive, inductive and capacitive loads. The 
renewable energy source current is 5 A.    
 Switching on a resistive load in parallel with non-critical inductive load 
           Power system is simulated for two time periods. Each one is 1s. In the first time 
period, the main voltage is regulated at it nominal value of 230 V. The voltage of non-
critical load is higher than the nominal value. ES operates in capacitive mode. However, 
in the second time period, the non-critical load is disturbed by switching on a 50   
resistive load. So, non-critical load becomes more resistive and consumes more real 
power. It increases the voltage drop in the feeders. However, ES will generate more 
reactive power compensation to regulate the main bus.  Figure ‎5-28 shows the critical, 
non-critical load voltages and ES voltage responses while Figure ‎5-29 shows the ES 
modulation index and reactive power generation.   
 Switching on an inductive load in parallel with non-critical inductive load  
            In this case, inductive load with PF of 0.95 lagging is switched on in parallel with 
the non-critical inductive load. Non-critical load becomes more inductive and consumes 
more reactive power. ES will generate more reactive power compensation to cover the 
increasing of reactive power demand. Figure ‎5-30 shows the critical, non-critical load 
voltages and ES voltage responses while Figure ‎5-31 shows the ES modulation index and 
reactive power generation.   
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 Switching on a capacitive load in parallel with non-critical inductive load 
            Capacitive load is switched on in parallel with inductive non-critical load with PF 
of 0.95 leading. The connected capacitor cancels out the reactive power consumption by 
the inductive load partially or completely. So, the voltage drop through the distribution 
feeder is reduced. ES generates lower value of ac voltage at its terminal and lower 
reactive power compensation as compared to the previous time step. Figure ‎5-32shows 
the critical, non-critical load voltages and ES voltage responses while Figure ‎5-33 shows 
the ES modulation index and reactive power generation.   
 
 
Figure ‎5-28 Critical, non-critical loads and ES voltages when resistive load is switched on in parallel with non-
critical load 
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Figure ‎5-29 Modulation index and reactive power compensation when resistive load is switched on in parallel 
with non-critical load 
 
  
Figure ‎5-30 Critical, non-critical loads and ES voltages response when inductive load is switched on in parallel 
with non-critical load 
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Figure ‎5-31 Modulation index and reactive power compensation when inductive load is switched on in parallel 
with non-critical load 
 
Figure ‎5-32 Critical, non-critical loads and ES voltages response when capacitive load is switched on in parallel 
with non-critical load 
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Figure ‎5-33 Modulation index and reactive power compensation when capacitive load is switched on in parallel 
with non-critical load 
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6 CHAPTER 6 
ANALYSIS OF ELECTRIC SPRING PERFORMANCE 
            The modes of operation of the electric spring are analogous to the operational 
modes of mechanical spring. The ES like the mechanical spring has operational 
constraints such as extension of displacement of the mechanical spring is limited to a 
certain range. 
            One of these constraints is the dc link voltage which controls the maximum value 
of the ES output voltage. In addition, there still exists a minimum voltage for the non-
critical load to work properly within the specifications. However, lighting loads operate 
in the range of 170 V-265 V in the system of 230 V. The minimum voltage for the 
heating system can be theoretically between 0 V and its allowed maximum voltage [62]. 
The value of non-critical load plays a crucial rule in ES limitations. It can affect the ES 
capacity by controlling the non-critical load current.    
6.1 Renewable Energy Current Source Variation   
             In this section, there are two cases regarding the characteristics of critical and 
non-critical loads. In the first case, critical and non-critical loads are resistive and equal 
50   each. The relationship between               and   versus renewable energy 
current source variation is shown in Figure ‎6-1. It is noted that ES operates in capacitive 
mode when renewable energy current source generates less than 5 A. ES generates 
reactive power compensation and the modulation index has a negative value. When the 
current source generates 5 A, the main bus is automatically regulated to its nominal value 
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of 230V. No need for ES at this stage. However, ES operates in inductive mode when the 
current source generates higher than 5 A. ES consumes reactive power and the 
modulation index sign becomes positive. In inductive and capacitive modes, the voltage 
of the critical load is regulated to its nominal value while the voltage of non-critical load 
is reduced lower than the nominal voltage.  
            In the second case, the non-critical load is considered inductive with 0.95 PF. It is 
observed in Figure ‎6-2, the neutral mode occurs when the current source generates 10 A. 
That is because the non-critical load consumes reactive power which means the main 
voltage is dropped higher than the previous case through the distribution feeders. Non-
critical load voltage is higher than the nominal value in capacitive mode while it becomes 
lower in the inductive mode. The relationship between               and   versus 
current source are shown in Figure ‎6-2 where 11 simulations have been conducted. Each 
simulation has been performed for a certain value of current source. 
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Figure ‎6-1 Relationship between critical, non-critical loads, and ES voltages, reactive power compensation and 
modulation index versus current source variation in case of resistive loads 
 
Figure ‎6-2 Relationship between critical, non-critical loads, and ES voltages, reactive power compensation and 
modulation index versus current source variation in case of inductive loads 
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6.2 Modulation Index Variation  
            To investigate the limitations of ES, two tests have been performed by varying the 
modulating signal value . The tests are as follows:   
6.2.1 Test 1: Critical and Non-Critical Loads Are Resistive 
 Voltage Boosting   
          Critical and non-critical resistive loads are 50   each. Different voltage levels; 
+5%, +7.5% and +10%, higher than the nominal value of 230 V are considered across the 
critical load. ES operates in inductive mode to suppress the voltage level when the 
modulation index is in the range of     ). Otherwise, the voltage level keeps rising 
higher than the nominal value. It is noted that when the voltage of the main bus is 
increased, the capability of ES for regulation is decreased as seen in Figure ‎6-3. ES 
voltage response and reactive power compensation are depicted in Figure ‎6-4 
 
Figure ‎6-3 Relationship between critical and non-critical loads voltages versus the modulation index variation in 
case of resistive loads 
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Figure ‎6-4 ES voltage response and reactive power compensation versus modulation index variation  
 Voltage Reduction  
            In this case, critical and non-critical resistive loads are 50   each. Different 
voltage levels; -5%, -7.5% and -10%, lower than the nominal value of 230 V are 
considered across the critical load. ES operates in capacitive mode to support the voltage 
level when the modulation index is in the range of      ). Otherwise, the voltage level 
keeps declining lower than the nominal value. It is noted that when the voltage of the 
main bus is decreased, the capability of ES for regulation is decreased as shown in Figure 
‎6-5. ES voltage response and reactive power compensation are depicted in Figure ‎6-6 
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Figure ‎6-5 Relationship between critical and non-critical loads voltages versus the modulation index variation in 
case of resistive loads 
 
 
Figure ‎6-6 ES voltage response and reactive power compensation versus modulation index variation 
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 Comparison  
            To get a clear picture, the previous voltage boosting and voltage reduction 
cases are combined in one graph as shown in Figure ‎6-7, Figure ‎6-8, Figure ‎6-9 and 
Figure ‎6-10 respectively. The critical load voltage response is shown in Figure ‎6-9. 
The non-critical load voltage response is non-linear with respect to the modulation 
index variation as seen in Figure ‎6-8. Furthermore, the ES voltage are close in 
different voltage levels as shown in Figure ‎6-9. Lastly, the reactive power 
compensation response is depicted in Figure ‎6-10 
 
Figure ‎6-7 Critical load voltage comparison in case of resistive loads 
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Figure ‎6-8 Non-critical load voltage comparison in case of resistive loads 
 
Figure ‎6-9 ES voltage comparison in case of resistive loads 
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Figure ‎6-10 Reactive power comparison in case of resistive loads 
6.2.2 Test 2: Non-Critical load is Inductive  
 Voltage Boosting  
            Non-critical inductive load with 0.95 PF is considered. Different voltage levels; 
+5%, +7.5% and +10%, higher than the nominal value across the critical load are taken 
into consideration. In Figure ‎6-11, ES operates in inductive mode to reduce the voltage 
level. However, after a certain value of the modulation index, ES adversely affects the 
bus voltage. The voltage across the non-critical load is reduced which means decreasing 
the consumption of the reactive power. Therefore, the main voltage increases again. It is 
noted that the voltage across the non-critical load is decreased when ES operates in 
inductive mode. The ES voltage response and reactive power compensation are depicted 
in Figure ‎6-12    
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Figure ‎6-11 Relationship between critical and non-critical loads voltages versus the modulation index variation 
in case of inductive loads 
 
Figure ‎6-12 ES voltage response and reactive power compensation versus modulation index variation 
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 Voltage Reduction  
            In this case, different voltage levels; -5%, -7.5% and -10%, lower than the 
nominal value across the critical load are considered. ES operates in capacitive mode to 
increase the voltage level. However, the voltage across the non-critical load is increased 
which means increasing the consumption of the reactive power as seen in Figure ‎6-11. 
The ES voltage response and reactive power compensation are depicted in Figure ‎6-12    
 
Figure ‎6-13 Relationship between critical and non-critical loads voltages versus the modulation index variation 
in case of inductive loads 
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Figure ‎6-14 ES voltage response and reactive power compensation versus modulation index variation 
 Comparison  
            Voltage boosting and voltage reduction cases are combined in one graph as 
shown in Figure ‎6-15, Figure ‎6-16, Figure ‎6-17 and Figure ‎6-18 respectively. The 
critical load voltage response is shown in Figure ‎6-15. The non-critical load voltage 
response with respect to the modulation index variation is seen in Figure ‎6-16. 
Furthermore, the ES voltage are close in different voltage levels as shown in Figure 
‎6-17. Lastly, the reactive power compensation response is depicted in Figure ‎6-18 
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Figure ‎6-15 Critical load voltage comparison in case of inductive loads 
 
Figure ‎6-16 Non-critical load voltage comparison in case of inductive loads 
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Figure ‎6-17 ES voltage comparison in case of inductive loads 
 
Figure ‎6-18 Reactive power comparison in case of inductive loads 
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6.3 Electric Spring Limitation with Respect to Rnc Load  
6.3.1 Reducing Non-Critical Resistive Load Impedance 
            In this section, the non-critical load impedance is reduced to 15  . Different 
voltage levels; +5%, +10% and +15%, higher than the nominal value of 230 V are 
considered across the critical load. Results show that the ES behavior is improved by 
reducing the non-critical load impedance. ES can handle with higher voltage levels as 
compared to the previous cases. The voltage across the non-critical load is reduced which 
means increasing the non-critical load current. Thus, ES capacity is improved. Critical 
and non-critical voltage response is depicted in Figure ‎6-19. ES voltage and reactive 
power compensation responses versus modulating signal variation   are indicated in 
Figure ‎6-20 
 
Figure ‎6-19 critical and non-critical loads responses versus modulating signal variation 
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Figure ‎6-20 ES voltage and reactive power compensation responses versus modulating signal variation  
 
6.3.2 Non-Critical Inductive Load Variation by Changing the Values of 
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respect to voltage regulation as shown in Figure ‎6-21 and Figure ‎6-22. 
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Figure ‎6-21 Power system response with respect to power factor variation for positive voltage level 
 
Figure ‎6-22 Power system response with respect to power factor variation for positive voltage level 
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            Figure ‎6-21 shows the main voltage is going to be well regulated when the power 
factor is close to unity factor. On the other hand, non-critical load voltage is decreased 
when the modulation index, ES voltage and reactive power compensation is increased. It 
is noted that the main voltage is well regulated for all values of PF variation as depicted 
in Figure ‎6-22. 
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7 CHAPTER 7 
HRADWARE IN THE LOOP (HIL) SETUP AND 
EXPERIMENTAL WORK VALIDATION 
            Electric spring (ES) as a new approach to demand side management has been 
implemented and verified experimentally by using real time digital simulator (RTDS) and 
dSPACE controller. To do so, the power part of the test system is constructed on RTDS 
while the control part is implemented externally on dSPACE controller. Both equipments 
are integrated as a hardware in the loop implementation (HIL). Experimental work is 
carried out to validate the switching model of the ES in different kinds of disturbances. 
ES model is validated in sudden change inductive mode, sudden change capacitive mode, 
multi-disturbances, and load variations. Then, Simulation and experimental work results 
are compared together. 
7.1 Electric Spring Sudden Change Case 
 Electric Spring Inductive Mode   
            In this case, ES operates in inductive mode when the voltage level of the main 
voltage is higher than the nominal value. However, Renewable energy current source 
generates 10 A. Figure ‎7-1 to Figure ‎7-6 describe the sudden change response of the 
power system in inductive mode where ES consumes sufficient amount of pure reactive 
power to regulate the main bus.  
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            Figure ‎7-1 and Figure ‎7-2 show the charging of dc capacitor and the angle 
difference response between electric spring terminal voltage and non-critical load current  
Figure ‎7-3 and Figure ‎7-4 show the ES real and reactive power response while Figure ‎7-5 
and Figure ‎7-6 show the response voltage of ES, critical and non-critical loads 
respectively. M and R in figures refer to MATLAB and RTDS results respectively.  
 
Figure ‎7-1 Comparison of dc voltage response in sudden change inductive mode 
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Figure ‎7-2 Comparison of ES angle difference between Ves and Inc response in sudden change inductive mode 
 
Figure ‎7-3 Comparison of ES active power response in sudden change inductive mode 
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Figure ‎7-4 Comparison of ES reactive power response in sudden change inductive mode 
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Figure ‎7-5 ES, critical and non-critical time varying voltage responses in sudden change inductive mode 
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Figure ‎7-6 ES, critical and non-critical rms voltage responses in sudden change inductive mode 
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 Electric Spring Capacitive Mode   
            In this case, ES operates in capacitive mode when the voltage level of the main 
voltage is less than the nominal value. However, Renewable energy current source 
generates 0 A. Figure ‎7-7 to Figure ‎7-12 describe the sudden change response of the 
power system in capacitive mode where ES generates sufficient amount of pure reactive 
power to regulate the main bus.  
Figure ‎7-7and Figure ‎7-8 show the charging of dc capacitor and the angle difference 
response between electric spring terminal voltage and non-critical load current  Figure 
‎7-9 and Figure ‎7-10 show the ES real and reactive power response while Figure ‎7-11 and 
Figure ‎7-12 show the response voltage of ES, critical and non-critical loads respectively. 
M and R in figures refer to MATLAB and RTDS results respectively. 
 
Figure ‎7-7 Comparison of dc voltage response in sudden change capacitive mode 
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Figure ‎7-8 Comparison of ES angle difference between Ves and Inc response in sudden change capacitive mode 
 
 
Figure ‎7-9 Comparison of ES active power response in sudden change capacitive mode 
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Figure ‎7-10 Comparison of ES reactive power response in sudden change capacitive mode 
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Figure ‎7-11 ES, critical and non-critical time varying voltage responses in sudden change capacitive mode 
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Figure ‎7-12 ES, critical and non-critical rms voltage responses in sudden change capacitive mode 
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7.2 Multi Disturbances 
          Multiple disturbances have been carried out for 7.5s to investigate the performance 
of the electric spring. As seen in Figure ‎7-13 to Figure ‎7-15, the simulation is divided into 
three time periods. The first period is 1.5s when the ES and current source are 
deactivated. The second period is extended to 3s when the source current      varies in 
the range of (          1s each).   
          It is noted that the non-critical load voltage          and power (      ) are 
identical. In the last time period, electric spring is enabled and current profile of the 
renewable energy source is repeated again for 3s. ES starts responding regarding current 
variation by injection a series voltage compensation. ES operates in different modes to 
regulate the fluctuated voltage.   
            The capability of the electric spring for voltage regulation are depicted in Figure 
‎7-13 to Figure ‎7-15 respectively. Output power of renewable energy source     , real 
power consumption by critical and non-critical load (      ) and the generated power by 
the grid connected (  ) are depicted in Figure ‎7-16 to Figure ‎7-18 respectively  
             The output current profile of renewable energy source is repeated again to show 
the responses of modulation index    , angle difference between electric spring voltage 
and the non-critical load current ( ) and the  reactive power generation by the electric 
spring       in different modes as depicted in Figure ‎7-19 to Figure ‎7-21. M and R in 
figures refer to MATLAB and RTDS results respectively. 
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Figure ‎7-13 Intermittent renewable energy current source in different modes 
 
Figure ‎7-14 Comparison of critical and non-critical load voltage responses in different modes 
 
Figure ‎7-15 Comparison of ES voltage responses in different modes 
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Figure ‎7-16 Generated reap power of renewable energy current source in different modes 
 
Figure ‎7-17 Comparison of real power consumption of critical and non-critical load in different modes 
 
Figure ‎7-18 Comparison of generated real power of the grid source in different modes 
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Figure ‎7-19 Comparison of modulation signal in different modes 
 
Figure ‎7-20 Comparison of angle difference between Ves and Inc in different modes 
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Figure ‎7-21 Comparison of ES generated reactive power in different modes 
7.3 Critical Load Variation 
            In this case, power system is simulated for two time periods 1s each. The current 
source injects 10 A. In the second period, critical load is suddenly disturbed by switching 
on an inductive load         with o.9 PF. Therefore, ES will automatically adjust the 
terminal voltage to regulate the main voltage as seen in Figure ‎7-22 to Figure ‎7-24 
respectively. M and R in figures refer to MATLAB and RTDS results respectively. 
            It is noted that the ES voltage is increased higher than the first period. The new 
inductive load consumes higher amount of reactive power. However, the voltage drop 
through the distribution feeders will be increased. Therefore, the modulation index of the 
ES is increased.  
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Figure ‎7-22 Comparison of critical and non-critical load voltage in case of critical load variation 
 
Figure ‎7-23 Comparison of ES voltage in case of critical load variation 
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Figure ‎7-24 Comparison of modulation index signal in case of critical load variation 
7.4 Resistive Critical and Non-Critical Load Variation 
            Simulation is carried out for 3s by varying the resistive critical and non-critical 
loads.  System test simulation is performed for 3 time steps. Each time step is 1s.  In the 
first time period, the critical and non-critical loads are kept constant and it equals 50   
each. In the second period, resistive loads are changed by inserting 75   in parallel with 
non-critical load and 20   in series with critical load. This leads to decrease the non-
critical load resistance. On the other hand, the load resistance of critical load is increased. 
So, non-critical load current is increased and the capacity of ES is improved. Therefore, 
ES injects a lower voltage at its terminal. In the last time period, 20   resistive load is 
inserted in series with the non-critical load and 75   is inserted in parallel with the 
critical load. This leads to increase the non-critical load resistance. On the other hand, the 
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load resistance of critical load is decreased. This switching leads to limit the ES capacity 
by decreasing the non-critical load current. So, ES a higher voltage compensation as 
compared to the previous time step. See Figure ‎7-25 to Figure ‎7-27. M and R in figures 
refer to MATLAB and RTDS results respectively. 
 
Figure ‎7-25 Comparison of critical and non-critical load voltages in case of resistive loads variation 
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Figure ‎7-26 Comparison ES voltages in case of resistive loads variation 
 
Figure ‎7-27 Comparison of modulation index signal in case of resistive loads variation 
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CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK   
8.1 Conclusion  
            In this thesis, a new control approach in the distribution system level is proposed 
as a new technique to demand side management in smart grid area.  Electric spring has 
great potential in stabilizing the future smart grid by regulating the mains voltage despite 
the fluctuation of the output power of the intermittent renewable energy sources. 
Therefore, it can be integrated with home appliances allowing the load to follow the 
intermittent generation of renewable energy sources. Thus, this approach is unlike the 
previous idea that depends on generating enough energy to meet the requirements of the 
load demand either completely or partially.           
The main achievements of this thesis work can be summarized as follows: 
 ES switched model is proposed and implemented to verify the capability of ES to 
perform the DSM function successfully. 
  Nonlinear time-domain based objective function is proposed and optimized using 
real coded genetic algorithm (RCGA). The optimal parameters of the ac and dc PI 
voltage controllers have been obtained. Simulation results under different sudden 
change modes, multiple disturbances and load variation operating conditions have 
been carried out. The results show the effectiveness of the electric spring as a new 
approach to demand side management.  
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 ES averaged model is considered. Derivations of mathematical expressions have 
been carried out for all components of the system i.e. distribution system, PLL 
and PI controllers. 
 Control parameters of ES averaged model have been well optimized using particle 
swarm optimization technique (PSO). A non-linear time domain objective 
function is considered. Power system is optimized in two different cases, when 
critical and non-critical loads are resistive loads or when these loads are inductive. 
Runge-Kutta numerical analysis method was used to solve the system.     
 Linearizing the power system consisting of distribution system and control. 
 Identifying the operating limits of the electric spring after applying different kinds 
of disturbances and control signal. Limitations are studied when applying 
different levels of renewable current source variations, modulating signal 
variations with respect to multiple levels of applied voltages on the point of 
common coupling where loads are connected, and investigation of ES behavior 
with different values of power factor. 
 ES with the proposed controller are implemented on MATLAB/SIMULINK 
platform. The corresponding results are compared with those results coming from 
the experimental setup using Real Time Digital Simulation (RTDS) with 
hardware in the loop dSPACE 1103 controller. 
8.2 Future Work 
Several ideas can be addressed as a future work for this thesis: 
 ES can be modeled and verified when it is distributed in the smartgrid for one or 
aggregated loads.  
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  Integrating a PV system with the power system consisting of the ES to 
investigate the capability of the ES to mitigate the partial shading effect 
phenomenon as a new application of the ES.    
 The performance of ES can be compared with other demand side management 
techniques like real time pricing (RTP) and its effects can be investigated 
accordingly.  
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APPENDIX 
Power system is linearized as follows: 
1. Power System Linearization 
            Linearizing resistive critical and non-critical loads, and power plant equations 
leads to Eq. (1)-Eq. (4) 
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2. Single Phase Phase Locked Loop Linearization (PLL) 
Linearizing Phase locked loop (PLL) gives 
  ̇                                                                                                               (5) 
  ̇                                                                         
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To replace     in term of state variables, the following Eq. (9)- Eq. (12) can be written 
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3.  Controller Linearization 
The linearization have also been done for Controller as written in Eq. (15) - Eq. (17)  
 DC Controller: 
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 Full Controller: 
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            It can be concluded that the Eigen value approach for this type of controller is not 
suitable for an optimization technique because the complexity comes from the RMS 
block. It is clearly shown how much complexity the system is. 
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